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Abstract 
The objective of the study is to develop novel space-time transceivers for DS-
CDMA (Direct-Sequence Code Division Multiple Access) arrayed MIMO (Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output) systems operating in multiple-access multipath fading 
channels. The ever increasing demand for performance and capacity in cellular 
wireless systems has prompted the development of DS-CDMA MIMO systems. 
Unlike other reported research on MIMO systems which often assumes the use 
of multiple antennas, in this thesis, arrayed MIMO system frameworks are pro-
posed, which, by harnessing the geometrical information of the antenna arrays 
and received signals, provide a richer description of the channel characteristics 
and additional degrees of freedom in designing communication systems. Firstly, 
the framework of MIMO arrayed system in a DS-CDMA system is developed. 
Subspace type blind channel estimator and receiver based on Doppler Spatial-
Temporal Array (Doppler-STAR) are developed for time varying frequency se-
lective fading channels, providing the system with more accurate channel es-
timation, higher resolution and superior interference cancellation capabilities. 
Secondly, joint transmitter and receiver optimisation in multipath and multiple 
access downlink system is studied. The two dimensional Spatio-Temporal Array 
manifold matrix (STAR matrix) is introduced. An iterative and a closed-form so-
lution are proposed to solve the optimisation problem of minimising the MSE over 
the entire network. The proposed schemes offer a performance advantage over 
transmitter only (Tx-beamforming) and receiver only (Rx-beamforming) beam-
forming techniques under the system framework. Finally, the framework of an 
OFDM-CDMA arrayed system is developed. With the aid of Circular Spatial-
Temporal ARray (C-STAR) manifold vector, two types of receivers (i.e. pre-FFT 
and post-FFT) are proposed to eliminate the effect of multiple access interference 
(MAI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI) in a completely blind way. 
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(.)T 
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Round up to integer 
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Frobenius norm 
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£[A] 	Subspace spanned by columns of A 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Multiple-Access Wireless Communications 
The recent and anticipated growth of wireless communication systems has fueled 
research efforts investigating methods to increase system capacity. Doubtlessly, 
the exploding demand for efficient high-quality services of digital wireless commu-
nications, on the one hand, and the rapid advancement in modern digital signal 
processing, on the other hand, play a dramatic role in this trend. One of the 
main issues involved in the development of the next generation system is the 
choice of multiple access (MA) technology to efficiently share the available scarce 
bandwidth among a large number of users. Multiple-access communication is 
key for a wireless system to be commercially viable. As a consequence of the 
conflict between the increasing demand for wireless services and the extremely 
scarce spectrum, spectrally efficient modulation and multiple-access techniques 
are highly demanded for the wireless communication systems designs. Among 
many multiple-access techniques, the three most important techniques that en-
compass the evolution of almost all wireless mobile systems around the world 
are 
• Frequency division multiple access (FDMA): The total frequency spectrum 
is divided into a number of frequency channels where each channel occupies 
a portion of the total available bandwidth and is given to a single user. 
Multiple users using separate frequency channels could access the system 
simultaneously without significant interference from other users. It is the 
simplest way of having MA in a multi-user system. 
• Time division multiple access (TDMA): The time axis is divided into a 
17 
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number of time slots, each occupied by a single user to transmit data infor-
mation. Data from a single user is assigned to the same time slot of a data 
frame and all the datas from that slot are collected and aggregated at the 
receiver to form the original information data. 
• Code division multiple access (CDMA): An information-bearing signal is 
transformed into a transmission signal with a much larger bandwidth by 
encoding the information signal with a unique pseudo random (PN) code 
sequence that has a much larger spectral width than the data signal. The 
receiver, with the knowledge of the modulating code signal, then correlates 
the received signal with a synchronously generated replica of the code signal 
to recover the original information-bearing signal. 
The first generation (1G) mobile systems, introduced in 1980s, is characterised 
by using the FDMA technique to support multiuser communications. The 1G sys-
tems are primarily analog systems for voice services, such as the advanced mobile 
phone service (AMPS) in the United States. The advancement of real time digi-
tal signal processing led to the development of the digital mobile communication 
system based on TDMA in the late 1980s, known as the second generation (2G) 
communication systems [1]. To remain compatible with the spectrum allocation 
already in existence in the 1G system, most of the 2G systems, such as Groupe 
Speciale Mobile (GSM), use FDMA in conjunction with TDMA to improve sys-
tem capacity. Compared to 1G systems, 2G systems not only offer speech' but 
also low bit rate data service with higher spectrum efficiency. 
A major step improvement came later with the development of 3G and beyond 
3G (B3G) systems which provide higher bit rates for data transmission and more 
flexible multimedia services satisfying different quality requirements, for example 
voice, video, data or a combination of different multimedia types [2]. 3G aims 
to provide packet data connections of 144kbps for high mobility, 384kbps with 
restricted mobility, and 2Mbps in an indoor office environment. In B3G mobile 
systems, higher data rate transmission on the order of 10Mbps and more is ex-
pected [3]. CDMA as a means of multiple access communications has formed the 
basis for the third generation (3G) systems and is essentially capable of becom-
ing the MA technique for B3G. Several 3G system standards have been proposed 
such as WCDMA (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)) [4], 
CDMA2000 [5] and time duplex synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA) [6]. 
As a spread-spectrum based technique, CDMA can be classified into four 
categories shown in Fig. 1.1: direct sequence (DS), frequency hopping (FH), 
Narrowband Wideband Fast Hopping Slow Hopping 
CDMA 
Time Hopping 
(TH)  
Direct Sequence 
(DS) 
Frequency Hopping 
(FH) 
Hybrid CDMA 
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time hopping (TH) protocols and hybrid CDMA. DS-CDMA systems average 
interference across the entire signalling bandwidth, whereas TH-CDMA and FH-
CDMA attempt to avoid interference. Hybrid CDMA techniques also emerged 
as combinations of the former three types. The work presented in this thesis is 
concentrated with DS-CDMA which has been selected for application within 3G 
standards around the world. 
CDMA schemes have some impressive advantages over TDMA and FDMA 
schemes. The orthogonality of the set of spread spectrum code signatures gives 
the CDMA systems their multiple access capability [7]. All users in a CDMA 
network share the entire available bandwidth resource and each user is distin-
guished from the others by its unique pseudo noise (PN) sequence. Multipath 
diversity of the channel can be exploited because paths that arrive with delay 
differences greater than one chip interval can be separately resolved, due to the 
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation properties of the PN codes. The RAKE re-
ceiver can be used to exploit the multipath diversity and improve reception by 
collecting delayed copies of the required signals. However, a major problem in 
CDMA is the interference from other users, known as Multiple Access Interfer-
ence (MAI). The quasi-orthogonality between different users' spreading sequences 
causes unwanted signals from other users to remain in the desired user's signal 
and the near-far problem occurs if the undesired user has a high detected power 
as compared to the desired user. Thus, the successful implementation of the 
3G multiuser wireless communication systems requires the development of novel, 
practical, and high-performance signal processing algorithms for channel estima-
tion, interference cancellation, and multiuser detection. That is the motivation 
of this study. 
Figure 1.1: CDMA classification 
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1.2 Antenna Array System and Space Process-
ing 
Two considerable impairments that limit the capacity and performance of mobile 
communication systems are multiple access interference (MAI) and co-channel 
interference (ICI) (interference from users in the adjacent cell sharing the same 
channel, e.g. frequency, time, code) [8]. Antenna array system is one of the most 
promising technologies that provides a higher capacity in wireless networks by 
effectively reducing MAI and ICI [9] [10]. The early smart antenna systems were 
designed for use in military applications to suppress interfering signals [11][14 
Since interference suppression is a feature in these systems, this technology is 
borrowed to apply to personal wireless communications where interference is lim-
iting the number of users that a network could handle. It is a major challenge to 
apply smart antenna technology to personal wireless communications due to the 
denser network traffic and the limited time for complex computations. However, 
the advent of powerful, low-cost, digital processing components and the develop-
ment of software-based techniques has made smart antenna systems a practical 
reality for cellular communication systems. 
An antenna array system is a number of antenna elements that form an array 
system of a given geometry with measurements taken with respect to the array 
reference point. Antenna arrays come in various geometrical configurations, for 
instance, circular, grid and linear arrays. The beam pattern of the array depends 
on the geometry, the amplitude and phase excitation of the elements, and also 
the radiation pattern of individual elements. Without loss of generality, isotropic 
antennas will be assumed throughout the thesis. 
Fig. 1.2 depicts a typical beamformer that exploits the space diversity at 
the base station receiver. It is a narrowband beamformer which assumes that the 
bandwidth of the signal is narrow enough that the baseband signal waveform stays 
almost constant at each array element. The beamformer operates by adjusting 
the phase and amplitude of the signals induced on each element of the antenna 
array using the weights {w1, w2, , W N } and combining to form the beamformer 
output, thus a beam has been formed towards the direction where maximum gain 
is required. The collection of different weights creates different beamformers. The 
simplest weights are formed for diversity combining, which is used to overcome the 
problem of fading in radio channels and utilizes the fact that the signals arriving 
at different locations fade at different rates. The combining techniques that are 
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Beamformer 
Output 
Figure 1.2: A beamformer structure 
currently used in various wireless and cellular systems are selection diversity, 
equal gain combining (EGC) and maximal ratio combining (MRC). 
The MRC diversity combiner is also known as the Wiener-Hopf beamformer 
which maximises the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR) at the array 
output, thus reducing CCI and providing spatial diversity at the same time 
[13] [14] [15]. However, a known problem with the Wiener-Hopf beamformer is that 
it suffers from diminished resolution as the SNR is reduced, implying that closely 
located interference may not be cancelled. Several Super-resolution beamformers 
have been proposed to solve this problem. The high resolution subspace-based 
approach, due to the introduction of the well-known MUltiple SIgnal Classifi-
cation (MUSIC) algorithm [16], hence draws tremendous interest. The MUSIC 
algorithm is derived by introducing the concept of array manifold as the set of 
all possible array responses as a function of the parameters to be estimated. The 
intersection between this manifold and the signal subspace determined from the 
array measurements is then sought. MUSIC yields the results which are known to 
be asymptotically unbiased and efficient. Different channel estimation approaches 
based on MUSIC are proposed in [17] [18] for a DS-CDMA system over frequency 
selective fading channels. Other notable subspace-based algorithms include Es-
timation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) 
which was proposed by Roy and Kailath [19] and was later adapted to MC-CDMA 
system in [20], and Subspace Fitting (SF) Approach which is computationally at-
tractive for the ubiquitous case of a uniform linear array [21]. 
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1.3 Space-Time Propagation CDMA Channels 
In general, mobile radio channels are multipath and time-varying caused by the 
mechanisms of reflection, diffraction and scattering. An illustrative example is 
shown in Fig. 1.3. A good understanding of the wireless channel and its key 
physical parameters lays the foundation for the rest of the thesis. The variation 
of the received signal strength broadly exhibits two types of characteristics, 
• Large-scale fading: Due to path loss of signal as a function of distance and 
shadowing by large objects such as buildings and hills. It represents the 
average signal power attenuation or path loss resulting from the motion 
over large areas (cell size). The statistics of large-scale fading provide a 
way of computing an estimate of path loss as a function of distance. This 
is described in terms of a mean-path loss and a log-normally distributed 
variation about the mean. 
• Small-scale fading: Due to the constructive and destructive contributions 
of signals coming from different paths between the transmitter and receiver. 
Since the transmitted signals typically arrive at the receiver with indepen-
dent phase, time and amplitude, the sum of the received signals varies 
rapidly over very short time durations (on the order of seconds) or over 
very short travel distances (a few wavelengths). 
The understanding of the small-scale fading is important in designing a re-
liable and efficient space-time communication system - the focus of this thesis. 
Therefore, small-scale fading will be studied next by examining the two mech-
anisms, namely, the delay spread (or time dispersion) and the Doppler spread 
(time-variant behavior) of the channel. 
1.3.1 Channel Dispersiveness 
It is often desirable to characterise the channel by several statistical parameters 
of concern. The propagation channel is considered as an operator that introduces 
dispersion to the transmitted signal characterised in terms of delay spread and 
Doppler spread [22][23]. It has significant effects on the transmitted signals and 
also profoundly influences the receiver architecture design. 
• Delay spread is caused by multipath arrival with different time delays. The 
transmitted signals typically arrive at the receiver with independent phase, 
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Figure 1.3: Multipath propagation environment 
time and amplitude, resulting in a boost or a deep fade in the envelope of 
the received signal. The multipath intensity profile shown in Fig. 1.4(a) 
plots the average received signal power as a function of the time delay T. 
The delay spread 71,1„0„,i is the maximum excess delay between the first and 
last arrived path components, during which the signal power falls to some 
threshold level below that of the strongest received power. The spaced-
frequency correlation function is the Fourier transform of the multipath 
intensity profile where the coherence bandwidth B,„}, is defined as the fre-
quency range over which the signals have a strong potential for amplitude 
correlation. Delay spread (Tspread ) and coherence bandwidth (B4O11) are in-
versely proportional to one another, i.e. 
B 011 
Spl °ad 
In a CDMA system, if the chip period T is much greater than delay spread, 
the effects of time dispersion are negligible at the receiver and multipath 
fading is frequency flat. Therefore, the channel is known as the flat fading 
channel if 
T, >> Tspread 
As the signal bandwidth B, is inversely proportional to Tc, Fig. 1.4(a) also 
1 
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Figure 1.4: Types of fadings experienced by a CDMA signal due to (a) delay 
spread and (b) Doppler spread. 
implies 
B, « Bcoh 
Otherwise Inter-symbol-interference (ISI) arises and multipath fading is fre-
quency selective, resulting in the frequency selective channel. 
• Doppler Spread Doppler effect causes frequency dispersion which leads to 
signal distortion. The relative phase shifts between multipath components 
of the received signal change with the spatial location of the transmitter 
resulting in the received envelope varying rapidly. Fig. 1.4(b) shows the 
Doppler power spectrum as a function of the Doppler frequency shift f 
which yields the knowledge about the spectral broadening of the channel 
caused by the motion of the transmit or receive antennas. The width of the 
Doppler power spectrum is referred to as the Doppler spread BE". The 
spaced-time correlation function is the Fourier transform of the Doppler 
power spectrum with Tom defined as the channel coherence time over which 
the channel's response to a transmitted signal has a correlation greater 
than some threshold. Doppler spread /300p and coherence time Tcoh are 
parameters that describe the time varying nature of the channel in a small 
scale region. Analogous to the delay spread, the approximate relationship 
between the two parameters is given as 
Tcoh ^ 
1-/ 
Dp 
Dop 
1 
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As shown in Fig. 1.4(b), if the baseband signal bandwidth B, is much 
greater than the Doppler spread, the effects of Doppler spread are negligible 
at the receiver and the fading channel can be categorized as the slow fading 
(time flat) channel. Therefore, a signal undergoes slow fading if 
Bs  >> BDop 
and 
T, << Tcoh 
Otherwise the channel changes during one symbol period and it can be 
classified as the fast fading (time selective) channel. 
1.3.2 Parametric Channel Modelling 
To exploit antenna arrays in wireless communications, it is necessary to obtain an 
accurate, yet tractable, modelling of the channel. In general, two main approaches 
can be found in the existing models. On the one hand are the parametric physical 
models which are more accurate descriptions of the actual propagation environ-
ment whose parameters represent physically meaningful quantities, such as path 
delays, directions, Doppler shifts and complex path gains. Parametric modelling 
is especially important in developing channel parameter estimation and detection 
techniques that can remove channel distortions [24][25][26]. In this thesis, para-
metric channel models based on the array manifold concept will be developed. 
Note that the concept of antenna array manifolds is a natural representation and 
thus a perfect abstraction of the channel propagation characteristics. 
On the other hand is the less stringent but simple to implement approach, 
the non-parametric models. It models the overall stochastic channel as a random 
matrix conformed to certain distributions without characterising individually the 
probability density function (pdf) of the random channel variables involved in the 
modelling. Such models have been heavily used in capacity calculations for the 
development of given communication techniques, such as MIMO systems [27] [28] 
and space-time coding techniques [29] [30]. 
1.4 Space-Time Processing 
The space-only processing of Fig. 1:2 is for narrow-band signals. The performance 
of the beamformer using this structure deteriorates as the signal bandwidth in- 
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Figure 1.5: Classification of space-time CDMA receivers 
creases. For processing CDMA signal experiencing multipath fading, a tapped 
delay line (TDL) structure is normally used. 
1.4.1 Space-Time CDMA Receivers 
CDMA receivers can be grouped into two categories, single user (515) receiver and 
multiuser (MU) receiver. The single user receiver operates with the knowledge of 
only the desired users' signature waveform, path delays and path coefficients. The 
advantage of the single user receiver is its simplicity and robustness. However, 
it is unable to suppress MAI, also known as the near-far problem, thus it needs 
accurate power control. The multi-user receivers are designed to eliminate MAI 
completely (in the absence of additive noise) despite the lack of orthogonality 
between the user's signature waveforms. The main concept of multiuser receiver 
is to take into account the PN sequences of all users in forming the receiver weight 
and jointly detect all active users so as to outperform the single user receivers 
that treat MAI as noise. A hierarchy of various single and multiuser receivers is 
given in Fig. 1.5. According to Fig. 1.5, both the single and multiuser receivers 
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can be further categorised into two families: the decoupled space-time receiver 
and the joint/integrated space-time receiver. The decoupled receiver performs 
interference cancellation in two stages while the integrated space-time processing 
exploits jointly the spatial and temporal signatures of the received signal. 
The decoupled space-time receiver is shown in Fig. 1.6. It involves a beam-
former at the front-end followed by a temporal processor. The beamformer 
weights [w1, w2, • • • , wiv] are used to steer the array in a given looking direction. 
Following the steering array, the tapped delay line (TDL) ( of length L) samples 
the signal and passes it to an FIR filter with weight vti Vi = 1, . N. The filter 
weight is designed to exploit the ISI structure of the desired signal and removes 
the associated interference in the looking direction. The cleaned signal is then 
passed through the decision device to regenerate the information data symbols. 
On the other hand is the integrated space-time receiver shown in Fig. 1.7. The 
received signals are first sampled and passed through a bank of TDLs. Signals at 
the output of the TDLs are concatenated to form a NL x 1 vector-signal which 
contains the spatial temporal signature of the channel. It is then processed by 
applying a NL x 1 weight vector which is a despreader and a beamformer that 
removes both the MAI and ISI components from the signals. It is worthy of 
note that the number of users/multipaths that can be resolved by the integrated 
receiver is NL — 1 which is much greater than its decoupled counterparts. The 
decoupled receiver soon reaches the limits of their performance once the number 
of users exceeds the number of antennas. The integrated subspace type space-
time receiver will be focused in this study. The unique spatial temporal signature 
of each multipath based on the Spatial Temporal ARray Manifold (STAR) is 
developed and exploited, which is powerful in the suppression of both the ISI and 
MAI effects of the channel due to the greater degrees of freedom it offers. 
1.4.1.1 Single User CDMA Receiver 
A standard single user CDMA receiver that operates in the presence of multipath 
is the RAKE receiver originally proposed by Price and Green [31]. It was later 
developed into the 2D RAKE receiver which identifies both the temporal and 
spatial structure of the individual paths arriving at the receiver. The 2D RAKE 
receiver has the decoupled structure shown in Fig. 1.6 where the front-end is a 
beamformer which helps to isolate the wanted signal component from a particular 
direction prior to despreading. Each temporal finger is a TDL line with a weight, 
the delayed copy of the desired user's PN sequence. The beamformer output are 
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correlated with the weight and diversity combined before passing through the 
decision device. Such a receiver can outperform the conventional RAKE receiver 
due to the presence of the added spatial dimension [32]. However, in this study, 
the integrated RAKE receiver (Block 8 in Fig. 1.5) which has a structure shown 
in Fig.1.7 will be derived and used for performance analysis. The beamforming 
weights will be formed based on the spatial-temporal array manifold (STAR) 
which filters the received signal in joint space-time domain and despreads the 
CDMA signals to form the receiver output. 
1.4.1.2 Multi-user Receiver 
It has been well established that multiuser detection techniques can substantially 
enhance the receiver performance and increase the capacity of CDMA communi-
cation systems. An optimum multiuser receiver was proposed in [33] in an AWGN 
channel and an optimum space-time multiuser receiver for DS-CDMA system was 
proposed by Kohno et al. in [34]. It is demonstrated that the optimum receiver 
can be near-far resistant at the expense of computational complexity which in-
creases exponentially with the number of users and the number of channel parame-
ters. So the practical use of the optimal receiver is prohibitive and a class of linear 
and nonlinear (suboptimal) receiver have been proposed to trade-off the computa-
tional burden of the optimal receiver. Such linear receivers are MMSE detector, 
decorrelator, parallel/successive interference cancellers and etc. A comprehen-
sive treatment of space-time multiuser detection in multipath CDMA channels 
with receiver antenna arrays have been provided in [35] and several space-time 
multiuser detection structures were derived, including the optimum MLSE de-
tector, low complexity linear space-time multiuser detectors based on iterative 
interference cancellation, and blind adaptive space-time multiuser detectors. 
Blind space-time receivers have also been proposed. By shortening or elim-
inating training sequences, the transmission efficiency is increased, particularly 
for those rapidly varying channels whose training signals must be transmitted 
periodically for conventional equalization methods. One of the most effective 
blind methods is the subspace technique which relies on the second-order sta-
tistics of the received signal. By applying the eigenvalue decomposition on the 
data covariance matrix, the signal subspace and noise subspace can be identified. 
Based on orthogonality property of subspaces, channel parameters are then esti-
mated by minimising projections of signature waveforms of input symbols onto 
the noise subspace or maximising their projections onto the signal subspace. The 
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method has been successfully applied in DS-CDMA systems for flat fading chan-
nels [36], frequency-selective fading channels [37] [38] [39] , single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) systems [40] [35] and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tems [41]. 
In this .thesis, blind subspace based single-user receiver (Block 9 in Fig. 1.5) 
will be developed. The receiver is composed of a subspace estimator and an 
interference canceller. The performance of the proposed receiver will be compared 
with other existing single and multiuser space-time receivers. As the proposed 
receiver is an integrated type and is based on the STAR manifold vector, the 
standard 2D RAKE receiver, the decorrelating receiver and MMSE receiver will 
be extended to the STAR RAKE, decorrelator and MMSE receiver (Block 8, 
12 and 13 in the classification described in Fig. 1.5), which use conjointly the 
spatial temporal signature attributed to each multipath. We will show that the 
proposed single-user receiver has a performance much greater than the STAR 
RAKE receiver and also has a performance comparative to the multiuser receivers. 
1.4.2 Space-Time CDMA Transmitter 
The space-time processing can also be carried out at the transmitter prior to 
the transmission. This is very different from receiver processing which is carried 
out after the channel has affected the signal. The transmitters use a variety 
of techniques to maximise diversity, minimise generated CCI and also in some 
situations pre-equalise the channel for ISI [42]. Most transmit algorithms can be 
separated into two categories as follows: 
• Close loop transmission: The receiver sends back the channel state as side 
information using a feedback link. However, this technique requires the 
channel to be sufficiently slowly varying and has a loss in spectral efficiency 
due to the utilization of part of the bandwidth to transmit the channel 
state. 
• Open loop transmission: A feedback link is not required between transmit-
ter and receiver. Space-time block coding based schemes are open loop 
transmission techniques. In these schemes, the signals are transmitted in 
a balanced way via multiple antennas which provides maximal path diver-
sity at the receiver [43]. Open loop transmit (Tx-) beamforming techniques 
have also been developed. Channel is estimated at the transmitter based on 
the channel reciprocity which assumes that the angles of arrival of uplink 
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signals are almost the same as the angles of departure of downlink trans-
mitting signals to the mobile station. There are also algorithms proposed 
to mitigate the channel response mismatch between uplink and downlink 
[44][45]. 
Furthermore, based on the degree of channel state information (CSI) available 
at the transmitter, most of the transmit algorithms can be separated into two 
categories as follows: 
• No CSI at transmitter: Transmission processing can be done without the 
knowledge of the channel. As discussed above, Space-time block coding 
(STBC) is such a technique that is designed to maximise the spatial and 
temporal diversity of the channel [46]. 
• Known/partially known CSI at transmitter: Although techniques that re-
quire no channel information are desirable for their simplicity, they cannot 
attain the performance achievable if channel knowledge is available, at least 
partially, at the transmitter. In this case, the transmitter can employ Tx-
beamforming or linear precoding/decoding algorithms to equalize the chan-
nel distortion in joint space-time domain. In the case when the transmitter 
has perfect knowledge of the channel, the Tx-beamforming weight can be 
designed to satisfy different criterion such as maximum ratio transmission 
considered in [44][47] and maximum SNIR [47] [48]. The latter method pro-
vides desired levels of isolation among mobiles by directing the signal power 
to the desired mobile station (MS) while minimising the interferences cre-
ated at other MSs. [49] [50] study the case when partial information is 
available at the transmitter, that is the transmitter has only the knowledge 
of either the mean or the covariance of the channel coefficients. 
The advantage of transmit diversity can also be demonstrated by the fact 
that various kinds of transmit diversity schemes have been implemented in prac-
tical wireless communication standards. A significant effort has been devoted in 
3GPP to develop efficient transmit diversity solutions to enhance downlink ca-
pacity through the use of antenna arrays [51]. WCDMA supports three transmit 
diversity concepts. The open loop scheme is the 2 x 2 space-time block code 
proposed by [52], known as Space Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) in WCDMA. 
The close loop schemes, known as Mode 1 and 2, apply a 2- or 4- quantization 
for the feedback weight, respectively, to parameterize the downlink beamforming 
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weight matrix. As more powerful MIMO techniques emerge, they will certainly be 
considered as enabling techniques for future high-speed wireless systems (i.e.4G 
and beyond). 
1.5 	Research Objective and Thesis Organisation 
This chapter has provided a brief introduction of topics covered by the thesis. 
Recent research interests in the field of wireless personal communications have 
been moving to the 3G and beyond cellular systems for higher quality and vari-
able speed of transmission for multimedia information. The CDMA modulation 
scheme supports the service requirement in third generation mobile radio sys-
tems due to its capabilities to provide higher capacity over conventional TDMA 
and FDMA schemes. However, the multiple access interference (MAI) and the 
co-channel interference (CCI) due to multiple access, as well as the intersymbol 
interference (ISI) due to the multipath fading channels are three major limiting 
factors facing wireless systems today. 
An antenna array can be used to reduce the interference, improving the Signal-
to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio (SNIR) and thus increasing the system capacity. 
Therefore, space-time processing based on antenna array technology becomes a 
breakthrough technique for the third generation of wireless personal communica-
tions. 
It can be seen that the antenna arrays can be applied at the base station, the 
mobile unit or at both locations. The differences in propagation environment, 
physical limitations and the cost constraints result in different choices of type 
and number of antennas at the base station and mobile unit. Similarly, space-
time processing techniques can be used in receive alone, in transmit alone or in 
both links. It can be blind or nonblind, open loop or close loop. It is directly 
affected by the physical layer infrastructure and channel propagation properties. 
As a result, the primary objective of this thesis is the design of array transmitters 
and receivers (i.e. transceivers) through space-time exploitation. Several signal 
processing functions within the wireless communication systems will be looked 
into, including modulation/demodulation, transmit diversity/precoding, channel 
estimation and reception. The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: 
• In Chapter 2, the parametric model based on the array manifold concept 
will be derived and an overview of the space-time architectural system will 
also be outlined. The space-time channel models are categorised based on 
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the number of inputs and outputs. Various types of space-time channels 
are covered, from the simplest Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) channel 
to the more advanced Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel. Both 
the diagrammatical and mathematical representations of these models are 
provided. This modelling forms the basic mathematical framework for later 
formulation in the subsequent chapters. 
• In Chapter 3 an arrayed MIMO system employing antenna arrays at both 
transmitter and receiver is investigated. Many reported research works on 
MIMO, often assume that the channel is flat fading and known. However, 
the MIMO array receiver proposed in this study is developed for asyn-
chronous time-varying multipath fading channels and can be operated in a 
completely blind way. Subspace type blind algorithms have been proposed 
for joint DOA, TOA, Doppler frequency and path power estimation. With 
the channel estimator employed as the front-end, a subspace based space-
time single-user receiver is proposed which requires no information of the 
interfering users while achieving a Signal-to-Noise-and-Interference-Ratio 
(SNIR) enhancement comparative to a multiuser decorrelator. Simulation 
results have shown that the proposed single-user receiver achieves, asymp-
totically and blindly, the performance comparative to the existing multiuser 
receivers. The proposed receiver is also robust to channel estimation errors 
in the event of any unidentified (incomplete) or erroneous (incorrect) chan-
nel parameter. 
• Chapter 4 focuses on the problem of joint transmitter and receiver (Tx-
Rx) beamforming optimisation in a DS-CDMA system over multipath fad-
ing channels. Unlike the majority of works which often ignores the array 
geometry, the proposed approach is built on the array manifold concept 
and thus, the space-time properties of the channel can be fully exploited. 
Thus in this chapter, the beamforming weights are designed to minimise the 
mean-squared-errors (MSE) over the entire network. An iterative solution 
to the optimisation problem is firstly proposed under the system frame-
work. A closed-form solution based on channel eigendecomposition is then 
proposed. The convergence of the iterative method to the closed-form solu-
tion and the equivalence of the two methods are verified through numerical 
simulations. The empirical simulation results of both joint Tx-Rx beam-
forming schemes, illustrate a clear advantage over the transmitter (Tx-) 
beamforming and linear multiuser receiver in terms of both SNIR and bit 
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error probability. 
• Chapter 5 is concerned with an arrayed OFDM-CDMA system operating in 
the presence of M co-channel single antenna transmitters. OFDM modula-
tion technique is combined with CDMA scheme where the entire channel is 
divided into many narrow parallel subchannels, thereby increasing the sym-
bol duration and reducing or eliminating the intersymbol interference (ISI) 
caused by the multipath environments. The signals can be easily transmit-
ted and received using the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) device without 
increasing the transmitter and receiver complexities. The receiver is decou-
pled into channel estimation process and reception process. A blind channel 
estimator is proposed which explores the space-time properties of the chan-
nel and jointly estimates the DOA and TOA of each path. Two space-time 
receivers have been proposed. One is a post-FFT type which takes the ad-
vantage of fast FFT/IFFT device at both transmitter and receiver which 
greatly simplifies the transceiver design. A pre-FFT type subspace based 
signal detection algorithm is then proposed, which is subspace type and has 
superior performance over the post-FFT approach especially at low SNR 
levels. 
• In Chapter 6 the thesis is concluded and a list of the original contributions 
is presented together with potential directions for future research. 
Chapter 2 
Space-Time Channel Modelling 
and System Design 
The dispersive effects introduced by the propagation channel cause the transmit-
ted signal to be distorted at the receiver front-end of the communication link. 
In this chapter, parametric channel models based on the concept of array mani-
fold will be derived forming the basis for the subsequent channel estimation and 
reception algorithms proposed in Chapters 3-5 in the thesis. Furthermore, gen-
eral frameworks of designing the space-time CDMA communication systems are 
presented with the main building blocks properly outlined. Note that, a detailed 
mathematical modelling of each of these building blocks will be described in later 
chapters. 
36 
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2.1 Array Manifold Vector 
To exploit the space-time property of the channel, the antenna array is equipped 
at the front-end of the receiver. The mathematical way of modelling the spatial 
information provided by the antenna array is using the array manifold vector 
which is a function of a number of channel parameters, including the direction 
of arrival (DOA) of the multipath, the array geometry and the carrier frequency. 
The array manifold is an important concept in capturing the spatial character-
istics of the channel and it forms a preliminary part of the modelling of the 
space-time channel, alongside with other intrinsic channel parameters. 
Fig. 2.1 shows the propagation of the planewave signals in a 3D real space. 
The narrowband model will be assumed in the thesis'. The direction of arrivals 
(DOAs) can be well captured using the array manifold vector. Assume that the 
kth path of the ith user arrives at the mth element of the antenna array from (az-
imuth, elevation) direction (Oik , (pik ), uik = [cos Oa cos (pik , sin Oil, COS cOik , sin (pidT 
which is the real unit-vector pointing towards the direction (Oik , cpik ). It is known 
that the relative phase variation at the mth antenna element with respect to the 
reference point can be expressed as 
rTu. exp(—j271-Fc —mik ) c—  
where rm is a 3 x 1 vector denoting the Cartesian coordinates in metres of the 
location of the mth antenna element. Let's define kik  =— 27` Fc uik as the wavenumber 
vector with F, the carrier frequency and c the speed of light, the array manifold 
vector Sik associated with the kth path of the ith user's DOA (Oik, (Pik) is given as 
coik) = [exp(— jd'kik ), exp(—A'kik ), 	, exp(—jr7N' kik )I T  
Tkik ) c  exp(—jr 	 (2.1) 
where r = [ri , r2, . , r N ] = [r x ,r y ,rJT is a 3 x N matrix with its TO' column 
the location rtn of its mth antenna element. The set of array response vectors, 
{8(6 ,c,o) VO, cp E [0, 27]} forms the array manifold. In many cases, the signals are 
assumed to be on the x — y plane (i.e. (pik = 00 ). Therefore, the array manifold 
vector is simplified to 
,S'ik = exp(—pr(rx COS Oik ry sin Oa)) E exl 
'This implies the ratio of the signal bandwidth over the carrier is small (even if the signal 
is wideband). 
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Figure 2.1: Planewave propagation model 
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with sensor location measured in units Ac/2. A popular class of array is that of 
linear arrays, i.e. ry = rz =ON and in this case, Eqn. 2.1 is simplified to 
Sik  = exP( —Pry cos 0,k) E CNx1  
2.2 Space-Time Channel Modelling 
Space-time wireless channel can be classified, based on its number of inputs and 
outputs, into four main categories using the terms 
• Scalar input/output to indicate a single input/output and 
• Vector input/output to indicate a set of more than one inputs/outputs 
In a similar fashion the terms scalar-signal and vector-signal indicate a single 
signal or a set of more than one signals respectively. Using the above terms and 
with reference to Fig. 2.2, the communication channels can be classified into four 
basic types as follows: 
• Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) channel: e.g. In the single link trans-
mission, the single antenna elements are employed at both ends of the trans-
mission link; 
• Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) channel: e.g. In the single link trans-
mission, the system employs a single antenna transmitter and an antenna 
array receiver; 
• Vector-Input Scalar-Output (VISO) channel: e.g. According to Fig. 2.2, 
in the case of a single link transmission, VISO channel is formed when an 
antenna array is employed at the transmitter and a single antenna is used 
at the receiver; In a multiple access system, VISO channel can be further 
categorised into: (i) VISO MA-1 with multiple users employing a single 
antenna at the transmitters and a single antenna is used at the receiver; (ii) 
VIVO MA-2 with the employment of antenna arrays at the transmitters 
and a single antenna at the receiver. 
• Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel: e.g. Similar to the classifica-
tion of VISO channel, there are different types of VIVO channels depending 
on how vector-signals are formed at the transmitter and receiver. In a sin-
gle link system, VIVO channel is formed with the employment of antenna 
SISO 
Multiple Access 
VISO MA -1 
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Single link 
Figure 2.2: Channel Classification based on scalar input/output and vector in-
puts/outputs of the channel. 
arrays at both ends of a single link transmission. In the case of a multiple 
access system, there are (i) VIVO MA-1 where the system employs single 
antenna transmitters and an antenna array receiver; and (ii) VIVO MA-2 
where antenna arrays are used at both the transmitters and the receiver in 
the system. 
2.2.1 Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) Channel 
SISO channel is the simplest wireless model which does not include the spatial 
information. This is best illustrated in the Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) 
channel model as shown in Fig. 2.3 representing the transmission channel from a 
single antenna transmitter to a single antenna receiver. Consider a multipath slow 
fading channel where the scalar-signal mi(t) is transmitted to the receiver via K, 
multipaths. In this case, the channel impulse response between the transmitter 
and the receiver can be expressed as the summation of the multipath components: 
Ki 
SISO channel impulse response = E /3,,,s( t — rik) (2.2) 
—T iK,-1 
JSt Path 	 2"d Path 
	
th Path 
m, (t) 
t il 
Rit 	 - 	13,K, 
x. (t) 
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Figure 2.3: Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) channel model 
The channel is characterised by its own delay (TOA) rik which is uniformly 
distributed within the range [0, Tc.$) and the fading coefficient Oa described by 
the complex Gaussian distribution. 
According to Fig. 2.3, the signal at the output of the channel xi (t) is the 
convolution of the transmitted signal mi(t) with the channel impulse response 
and is given as 
Ki 
Xi (t) = Eoikmi(t—Tik) 
k=1 
2.2.2 Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) Channel 
If the antenna array of multiple elements is employed at the receiver, the Scalar-
Input Vector-Output channel is formed. An extra dimension (i.e. the spatial 
dimension) is added to the model due to the employment of the antenna array. 
This is exploited using the array manifold vector derived in Section 2.1 which 
provides information on the spatial structural property of the transmission chan-
nel. 
The multipath propagation environment can be modelled as a composition 
of a number of multipath components of the channel as shown in Fig. 2.4, each 
characterised with its own DOA, delay and path fading. The channel impulse 
response between the transmitter and the receiver containing the array manifold 
vector can be expressed as 
x, 
SIVO channel impulse response = E3iksiks(t— Tik) 
k=1 
(2.3) 
Scalar 
=110 Vector 
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The vector-signal at the output of the channel can thus be modelled as 
xi(t) = E ,eik5ikrnict - Tik) 
k=1 
To describe the time varying nature of the channel, the Doppler frequency 
shift can be further incorporated into the model to obtain the time varying SIVO 
channel model as shown in Fig. 2.5. The symbol Fik(t) is used to denote the 
frequency shift component caused by the Doppler frequency for the Oh path of 
the ith user and is defined as 
Fik(t) = exp(j27fikt) 	 (2.4) 
where fik  explicitly models the Doppler shift due to motion of the transmitter and 
the frequency offset caused by the local oscillator frequency offset. The channel 
impulse response can thus be expressed as 
SIVO channel impulse response = E Fik (t),(3iksio(t - Tik 	(2.5) 
k=1 
The output signal xi (t) including Doppler effect can be expressed as 
xi(t) 	E 	(t)13ikSiknli (t Tik) 	 (2.6) 
k=1 
Note that if Doppler effect can be ignored, that is fik = 0, the phase shift 
Figure 2.4: Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) channel model 
Scalar 
=► Vector 
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Figure 2.5: Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) channel model with Doppler fre-
quency shift 
.Fik (t) = 1 thus Fig. 2.5 reduces to Fig.2.4. A final note concerning the channel 
parameters eik , Oik , and fik is that they are time-varying in the general situation. 
However, the rate of variation is very low compared to the symbol rate, so these 
parameters can be considered to be constant over the observation interval (a block 
of symbols). The precise number of symbols in the block primarily depends on 
the user's speed of motion. 
2.2.3 Vector-Input Scalar-Output (VISO) Channel 
From Fig. 2.2, it is clear that there are different types of VISO channels 
• VISO in a single link system 
• VISO MA-1 and VISO MA-2 in a multiple access system 
Fig. 2.6 represents the VISO channel model in a single link system. The 
transmit array manifold vector is denoted as Sik . Note that a bar on the top of a 
symbol represents a transmitter's parameter. The transmit array manifold vector 
Sik is also defined as in Eqn. 2.1 which is a function of the channel parameters 
associated with the transmitter array, including the antenna array geometry of 
the transmitter and the direction of departures (DODs) of the channel. According 
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Figure 2.6: Vector-Input Scalar-Output (VISO) channel model 
to Fig. 2.6, the channel impulse response of the VISO channel can be expressed 
as 
K, 
VISO channel impulse response = Epiksiko(t — Tik) 
k=1 
(2.7) 
and the output scalar-signal is given as 
Qik 
-EX 
Tik) 
k=1 
 
2.2.4 Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) Channel 
A representative example is the single link system where the antenna arrays are 
used at both ends of the transmission link. Based on whether channel state 
information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, the VIVO channel model can 
be further categorised as 
• VIVO channel model with CSI at the transmitter: If the channel information 
is available at the transmitter, the spatial information at the transmitter 
can be characterised using the transmit array manifold vector. Such a 
VIVO channel model incorporating the transmitter array manifold vector 
is shown in Fig. 2.7. This implies that the signals leaving the transmitting 
elements experience a common fading channel towards the receiving antenna 
array. The channel model is an extension of the SIVO channel model (Fig. 
1° Path  
i1 
2"d Path 	 K!'' Path 
Vector Adder Scalar =10. Vector 
L11(t) 
.Ti2(:)  'S) 
13,2 
— T 
—S i2 
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Figure 2.7: Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel model with CSI at the 
transmitter 
2.5) by incorporating transmit array manifold vector. The channel impulse 
response vector is thus given as 
VIVO with CSI at the transmitter: E,8i,Tik(0,sikaikA(t-Tik) (2.8) 
k=1 
The vector-signal output xi (t) is formulated as 
f, 
= E Oik•Fik kl,p2iki2ikEli ( 4.  Tik) 	 (2.9) 
k=1 
Note that .Fik (t) = 1 for the flat fading channel and Eqn. 2.9 can be reduced 
to 
= 	 — Tik) 
	
(2.10) 
k=1 
which forms an important part of signal modelling in Chapter 4. 
• VIVO channel model without CSI at the transmitter: This is the case when 
CSI is unavailable, or is not known at the transmitter. It is often seen in 
an open loop multiplex system where the input signals are demultiplexed, 
encoded and sent simultaneously from the N transmitting antennas. The 
signal received at each antenna is therefore a superposition of the transmit-
ted signals from each antenna via multipath fading. One may view such 
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a system as providing N SIVO channels between the transmitter and the 
receiver. This is best illustrated in Fig. 2.8. For convenience and without 
loss of generality, the number of multipaths are assumed to be Ka for all 
the SIVO channels. The channel impulse response can be expressed as a 
function of a collection of SIVO channels and is given as 
N K, 
VIVO without CSI at the transmitter = 	E.Ficv(04)4).5(t _TT )  
j=1 k=1 
(2.11) 
The superscript j denotes the SIVO channel associated with the jth antenna 
of the transmitter array. Note that the fading coefficients /4ik ) in Eqn. 2.11 
models the wave propagation from the jth antenna element to the reference 
point of the transmitter, in addition to the random phase shifts (due to the 
path losses and shadowing) between the reference points of the transmitter 
and the receiver. The two VIVO models can be seen as an unified model 
as 3,1c) in Eqn. 2.11 has absorbed the transmit array manifold vector 3,k in 
Eqn. 2.8. Eqn. 2.11 can be rewritten in a compact format as 
Ki 
E Sikdiag (3ik 01:ik(t)) (1.(t — Lik ) 	 (2.12) 
k=1 
where 
J(t - Ti k ) = [45(t - T ki) ),J(t - TT), 	45(t - TLN) )]T
T 
 E CNx1  
= 	Trk) , 	TLIT1T E CT vx1 
k 	6(i ik 	i 
	
) 
(
2) • • • 	 ffI )]T E C N x' 
Yik (t) = 	i( (t) 	i(P (t) • • • 	) (td T  
Sik = {15:!ki") 5'!k2) ) • • • 47) ] E CNxg  
E CNx1  
(2.13) 
which is formed by concatenating the parameters due to the kth  path at 
each SIVO channel. The signal at the output of the channel thus is given 
as 
xi  (t) = 	Sikdiag ik -z- 0 F.,(t)) mi (t — Lik ) 
k=1 
where mi(t — T i k ) is the vector-signal defined as 
(2.14) 
T 
M (t - tk ) = [mil (t - 7-L1) ), mi2(t — .4k2)), . . , miy (t — 7- k1" ))] E CNx 1 
consisting the delayed copies of the vector-signal mi (t) at the kth path of 
each SIVO channel. 
0 
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Figure 2.8: Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) Channel Model without CSI at 
the transmitter 
2.3 Space-Time System Framework 
An array communication system is composed of three basic functional units: 
transmitter, radio channel and receiver. Various types of wireless channel models 
have been presented in Section 2.2. With the space-time channel model, the trans-
mitted signal mi(t) or m i (t) can hence be subsequently transformed to realise its 
corresponding continuous-time signal xi (t) or xi (t) at the front-end antenna ar-
ray of the receiver. The channel models form part of the system framework as 
discussed in this section together with the transmitter and receiver block. The di-
agrammatical modelling of the transmitter and receiver blocks will be established 
to complement the description of the channel given in Section 2.2. 
An M-user DS-CDMA multiplex system is shown in Fig. 2.9 referred herein 
as the MIMO arrayed system where antenna arrays are employed at both the 
base station (BS) receiver and the mobile station (MS) transmitters. At point 
A of the transmitter block, the ith user's data stream is first demultiplexed into 
N substreams and each user's signal is DS-CDMA modulated to form the base-
band vector-signal m, (t) i = 1, . , M . The signals are then transmitted via N 
antennas (Point B). The continuous transmitted signal propagates via a number 
of multipaths before arriving at the receiver employing an antenna array of N 
antennas. The output of the antenna array is a vector-signal constituting the 
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signal output at each antenna elements (x(t) at Point C). The physical commu-
nication medium is the VIVO MA-2 channel ( defined as in Fig. 2.2) composing 
of a bank of VIVO channel as described in Fig. 2.8. The task of the receiver 
is to capture the data and process it accordingly so that the information signals 
can be recovered. The use of antenna array at the receiver can significantly in-
crease the channel capacity by exploiting the spatial diversity [13], for example, 
to combat fading and to perform interference cancellation. The continuous signal 
x(t) is passed and stored in the bank of TDLs (shown in Fig. 1.7) to obtain 
the NL-dimensional discretised signal x[n] at Point D. The channel estimation 
and interference suppression block at the receiver will be studied extensively in 
Chapters 3. Each element of the vector-signal at point E represents a path asso-
ciated with the desired user. The paths associated with different antennas needs 
be identified and grouped, i.e. Ant,i[n] Vi 	1, . . . , M. This is completed using 
the correlation analysis process which will be studied in Chapter 3. Having been 
assigned with the antenna ID, paths are combined and multiplexed (Point G) 
before passing through the decision device to form the recovered data symbols at 
Point H. 
The architecture shown in Fig. 2.9 is most suitable when the transmitter 
does not have the channel state information and the receiver is based on more 
sophisticated channel estimation and reception techniques. When perfect/partial 
channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, the advanced 
signal processing techniques can be applied at both the transmitter and receiver 
for jointly optimising the system performance. Such a system architecture is 
shown in Fig. 2.10 which depicts an M user DS-CDMA downlink system with N 
transmit and N receive antennas. Multiple users' signals are first spreaded with 
their own spreading codes and then applied by a transmit beamformer before 
being transmitted together at Point A. The wireless channel is based on the 
downlink VIVO MA-2 channel model and is composed of a set of VIVO channels 
described in Fig. 2.7. At the ith MS receiver, the interference is removed from the 
discretised signal xi[n] (Point E) by applying the receive beamformer wt1  Vi = 
1, . , M. The problem under consideration is joint transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) 
beamforming over VIVO MA-2 channel, which will be carefully investigated in 
Chapter 4. 
The incorporation of the antenna array in the OFDM-CDMA system is shown 
in Fig. 2.11. In this model, multiple mobiles transmit their information signals 
using a single antenna and they arrive at a base station that uses an antenna array 
to separate individual signals. The channel is viewed as a typical VIVO MA-1 
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channel composing of M SIVO channels described in Fig. 2.4. This case will be 
studied in Chapter 5 where the cyclic spatial-temporal signature of the channel 
exploited by the antenna array will facilitate the development of more powerful 
channel estimation and interference cancellation techniques at the antenna array 
receiver. 
2.4 Conclusion 
The array manifold vector is first introduced which forms part of the constituents 
in the modelling of the space-time channel. This is then followed by the compre-
hensive mathematical modelling of space-time fading channels where the channels 
are categorised into four basic types with the channel impulse response derived 
for each channel type. It is shown that the space-time channel plays a significant 
role in transforming the signal from the transmitter-end to the receiver-end. The 
communication system framework is based on the integration of three fundamen-
tal blocks in a communication system: the transmitter, the propagation channels 
and the receiver. Each fundamental block may vary in the designing of a space-
time system architecture. The antenna array frameworks that will be developed 
in the subsequent chapters are outline lastly in this chapter. Chapter 3 studies 
a multiplex MIMO arrayed system based on Fig. 2.9; Chapter 4 considers joint 
Tx-Rx beamforming in a multiple access system based on Fig. 2.10; In Chapter 
5, arrayed OFDM-CDMA system as shown in Fig. 2.11 will be developed and 
analysed. 
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Chapter 3 
Arrayed MIMO System 
In this chapter, a multiple access Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel is 
employed in a DS-CDMA communication system environment where both BS and 
MS are equipped with antenna arrays. In particular, based on the modelling pre-
sented in Chapter 2, a subspace based blind single-user receiver is proposed which 
requires no estimation of interfering users' parameters and achieves a Signal-to-
Noise-Plus-Interference-Ratio (SNIR) enhancement comparative to a multiuser 
decorrelator. As the subspace of unwanted signals is identified by removing the 
component of the desired signal from the overall signal subspace, a novel method 
for path power estimation is also proposed. The performance of the receiver is also 
robust to channel estimation errors in the event of any unidentified (incomplete) 
or erroneous (incorrect) channel parameter. 
53 
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3.1 Introduction 
The increased use of antenna elements at both ends of the transmission link, 
giving rise to the research in Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) sys-
tems [53][54]. Blind channel estimation in MIMO systems is currently a very 
active research area and numerous blind and semiblind MIMO channel estima-
tion and decoding techniques have been proposed [55]. For instance, blind de-
coding schemes that exploit the unique features of space-time codes have been 
proposed in [56] [57] [58] which, however, may not be applicable to a generalised 
space-time system. Furthermore, subspace based approaches have been proposed 
for MIMO channel estimation [41][59]. In [41], an adaptive subspace approach 
for channel estimation and a subspace space-time MMSE detector is proposed for 
an asynchronous MIMO CDMA system over multipath fading channels. How-
ever, this is not a superresolution technique and it is based on non-parametric 
channels models as in [60][61][62]. Note that, as it was stated in [63], the use of 
superresolution subspace techniques results in a substantially better performance 
in a multiuser system. The most representative superresolution subspace type 
technique is MUSIC (Multiple SIgnal Classification) [16] which was initially de-
veloped for direction finding and has evolved into a well-established technology 
[64]. ESPRIT [19] is another popular subspace technique with lower computation 
requirement than MUSIC but is more sensitive to array uncertainties (calibra-
tion errors). Both MUSIC and ESPRIT have been extended to Joint Angle and 
Delay Estimation (JADE -MUSIC [65] and JADE — ESPRIT [66]). The Joint 
Spread, Angle and Delay Estimation (SADE) method has recently been devel-
oped in [67][68]. However, all the above superresolution subspace techniques have 
not been employed in a MIMO type environment. 
In this chapter, a blind subspace-type superresolution channel estimation al-
gorithm based on the novel concept of Doppler-STAR manifold vector will be 
proposed for an arrayed MIMO system. The Doppler-STAR manifold vector will 
be used to describe, in a realistic manner, the dispersive behavior of the propa-
gation channel in delay, direction, and Doppler frequency shift. In addition, an 
integrated estimator of the path gain of the multipath channel will be provided. 
The accurate parameterisation of the channel model using Doppler STAR man-
ifold vector would result in a more accurate description of the channel, leading 
to the design of more powerful receivers. Note that the JADE and the proposed 
channel estimation approach belong to the same class of subspace techniques al-
though the JADE method is not designed to handle the Doppler frequency shift. 
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The inclusion of Doppler frequency estimation in blind MIMO channel is not a 
trivial matter. Classic approaches to Doppler estimation typically use pilot signal 
[69] [70] and most are developed for flat-fading channels [71] [72]. In this chapter, 
the Doppler frequency shift has been incorporated in a novel way into the arrayed 
MIMO system and can be estimated over time-varying frequency selective MIMO 
fading channels. Note that the multipath Doppler spread, which is often regarded 
as one of the detrimental factors in degrading the performance of existing MIMO 
receivers, is being employed in the proposed receiver to provide an additional 
form of diversity [73][74]. 
The structure of the chapter is as follows. An arrayed MIMO channel model 
is first developed in Section 3.2 by introducing the Doppler-STAR array manifold 
vectors. Based on the model, a subspace type channel estimator is proposed in 
Section 3.3 which is able to provide a comprehensive estimation of DOA, TOA, 
Doppler frequency shift as well as path power of the MIMO channel. A blind 
single-user receiver is then proposed in Section 3.4 which requires only the knowl-
edge of the desired user's spreading code and is able to achieve (asymptotically) 
complete interference cancellation. The proposed framework is supported by a 
number of computer simulation studies presented and discussed in Section 3.5. 
The overall performance of the proposed arrayed MIMO system will be studied 
and compared with different types of receivers. Finally, the chapter is concluded 
in Section 3.6. 
3.2 Arrayed MIMO System Model 
With reference to Fig. 2.9 showing an M-user DS-CDMA arrayed MIMO system, 
the ith user's data stream is first demultiplexed into N substreams which are then 
differentially encoded and modulated using BPSK/QPSK DS-CDMA schemes. A 
unique spreading code is assigned to each user to be applied across its transmitting 
elements. An antenna-array of N elements is used at the base station receiver 
for signal estimation and reception. According to Fig. 2.9, the overall wireless 
MIMO channel for M active users can be modelled as a combination of M VIVO 
channels described in Fig. 2.8. 
3.2.1 Spread Spectrum Transmission 
With reference to Fig. 2.9, the BPSK/QPSK data stream is demultiplexed into 
a number of streams, one per antenna. This implies that during the nth time 
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interval of duration 71,, a data vector associated with the ith user defined as 
[n] = [ail [n] , 	[n], . . . , ai/Ti [n]] 	 (3.1) 
is transmitted (see point A). Then, the 0' user's information data is spreaded by 
its unique pseudo-noise (PN) code sequence of length Af, i.e. 
ai = [ai[0],cEi[1], 	ozi K — 1]] , with cxi[k] = ±1 
With reference to Fig. 2.9, the baseband signal mi(t) at point B can be modelled 
as +00 
milt) 	— nTes ) , nTcs 5_ t < (n+ 1)Tc3 	(3.2) 
where one period of the pseudo-noise spreading waveform associated with the ith 
user, cpN ,i(t), is modelled as 
Atc-1 
cpN,i(t) E ai [p]c(t — pTc) PTe < t < (p + 1)71 (3.3) 
p=0 
where c(t) denotes the unit amplitude chip pulse-shaping waveform of duration 
T. For convenience and without loss of generality, certain features unimportant 
to the model but present in a practical system have been omitted, such as higher 
order source coding, multiple layer of channel coding and interleaving etc. 
Prior to transmission, the baseband modulated signal mi(t) is upconverted to 
a bandpass signal using a carrier frequency Fc, i.e. 
V—Pigti (t) exp (j (27rFct + 
where Pi is the transmitted power and Oi is the random carrier phase uniformly 
distributed in [0, 27). At the receiver, it is then downconverted by the carrier 
exp(--j2T-Fct). For convenience the carrier will be ignored and baseband trans-
mission will be assumed in this thesis. Thus the carrier is not shown in Fig. 
2.9. The baseband received signal vector x (t) at point C is a composition of M 
users' signal components based on Eqn. 2.14. In the presence of additive white 
Gaussian noise, it is given as 
M 
E 	Sikdiag (i3ik 0 Zik (t)) Lrii (t — 	+ n(t) 	(3.4) 
i=1 k=1 
The channel impulse response is defined in Eqn. 2.12. Note that the term 
Pi exp(j(Oi — 271-F,zik )) has been absorbed in i3ik, i.e. Oik =i3ik O Pi expa (0i — 
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27-Fcrik)). The symbol n(t) is denoted as the complex white Gaussian noise vector 
of power 	Eqn. 3.4 can be rewritten in a compact form as 
x (t) = 	Sidiag (0i 0 „E,(t)) rrLti (t — 	+ n(t) 	(3.5) 
where 
{ Si = [Sid ) Si27 • • • > SiK,] E C Nxicz 
2i ..= {4, oi2, .. .T 	RT T c cK,xi 
' t-li K,  
Zi = [IL '-r-12) • • • ) TTKi ] E Cict x1  
Ei (t) = [TT; (0,112 (t) , . . . , .7:1K (01 7' E CKIx1  
mi (t — Ti) = [L77,T(t — zii), mT(t — r i2), . . . , mT(t — r iKA T E Cz x 1  
is matrix (or vectors) formed by concatenating all the paths in the way specified 
above. Therefore, the total number of paths due to the ith user is 1C, = N Ki 
which is the summation of the number of paths due to each SIVO channel. For 
convenience and without loss of generality, the following notations are used to 
denote one path component (say, the kth path out of a total number of ki path) 
in Eqn. 3.5. 
Sik '11 the Oh column of Si , Vk = 1, ... ,JC, { 
/(3,k L.\- the kth element of 13 i , 'Vic = 1, ... ,1Ci 
L Tik = the kth element of Ti, Vk =1,• • • , ki 
•Fik(t) -'a the kth element of Ti(t) with .F,k (t) = exp(j2n7r f,kt) Vk = 1, ... ,1C, 
In the following discussion, these notations are used to denote the kth path of 
the ith user without differentiating the transmit antenna with which the path is 
associated. 
3.2.2 Spatial Temporal ARray Manifold Vector (STAR) 
Fig. 1.7, which for convenience is repeated here as Fig. 3.1 shows the input 
and output of a tapped-delay-line (TDL) structure. According to the figure, the 
continuous baseband signal x(t) is first discretised at the front-end of the receiver 
to obtain the discretised vector-signal x[n]. It is sampled at a rate of 1/T, (where 
= Ts ) and passed through a bank of N tapped-delay lines (TDL), each of 
length L = 2.Ar, ( to accommodate the lack of synchronisation due to maximum 
delay spread of Tcs)• 
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Figure 3.1: The tapped-delay lines (TDL) structure 
A 2NAic-dimensional discretised output frame x[n] is thus formed and read 
for every T„ within the nth observation interval. However due to the lack of 
synchronization, the content of each TDL contains contributions from not only 
the current but also the previous and next symbols. To model such contributions 
as well, the 2N./V, x 2N.Ai, time down-shift (or up-shift) operator matrix J (or 
IT) is defined as 
0 0 • • • 0 0 
1 0 • • • 0 0 
= 0 1 • • • 0 0 
0 
(3.6) 
1[2Aic-1 02Are-1 
0 0 • • • 1 0 
The matrix provides a convenient way to model the delay of the VII path of the 
ith user as follows 
ci 	Vk = 1, 	, Ki 
where /ik = rrik /Tci is the discretised multipath delay and ci is a vector containing 
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the ith user's spreading code sequence padded with zeros of length Ai, defined as 
C •t  = [ 	E C2.Aic x 1 _ 
-Q.Afc 
Upon concatenating the contents of the TDLs, the spatially and temporally sam-
pled vector-signal can be represented using the Spatial Temporal ARray (STAR) 
manifold vector 
Sik 	Si'k Ci Vk = 1, ... ,1Ci 	 (3.8) 
3.2.3 Doppler-STAR Manifold Vector 
By taking into account the discretised Doppler effect associated with the nth 
symbol interval, the STAR manifold vector in Eqn. 3.8 is extended to the Doppler-
STAR manifold vector corresponding to the kth path of the ith user, given as 
A 
bth 	(Pik c, 0 T,k ) (3.9) 
and the vector .Fik is modelled as 
_ _ 
1 / 0 	
_\ 
exp(jairfikT,) 1 
•627 ':(fik) = --Eik exp(j2 • 27.likTc) = exp j27r fikT, 2 
exp(j (2NV  — 1) • 27rfikTc)_ 2Af, — 1_ 
(3.10) 
representing the chip level Doppler frequency shift due to the Doppler frequency 
fik at the kth path of the ith user's. Based on Eqn. 3.9, the overall Doppler effect 
of the channel is the product of the chip-level Doppler component (modelled by 
the Doppler-STAR vector) and the symbol level Doppler component given as 
—f)ik exp(j2r7rfikT,$) 
It is worth mentioning that each Doppler-STAR vector is unique for each 
multipath of each user. Thus, in a multipath multiple access environment, each 
single path of each user is distinct from that of another user. This is the key in 
parametric channel estimation developed in the next section. The uniqueness of 
Doppler-STAR manifold vector provides a means of distinguishing each individual 
path during the channel estimation process. 
(3.7) 
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3.2.4 Discrete-Time Signal Model 
Based on the Doppler-STAR manifold vector of Eqn. 3.9, each user's discretised 
signal (the ith user's signal containing IC,, path components, say) can now be 
formed as 
{Hrev (13i 0 f i[n - 1] 0 (1.K, 0 P.,.i[n - 1])) 	-4 Previous 
xi [n] = 	+Hi (i3i 0 fi[n] 0 (1Ki 0 i[n])) 	-4 Current 	(3.11) 
+11P,rxt (13i 0 fi[n + 1] 0 (1K, 0 Ai[n + 1])) —> Next 
where the vector-symbol ai[n] is defined in Eqn. 3.1. For the symbol level Doppler 
components associated with the ith user, the symbol f i[n] is defined as 
_ 
- exp(j2n7rfilT,) 
exp(j2n7rfi2T,) 
fi[n] = 	 E Cicixi 
exp(j2n7rfoc2T„) 
The matrix Hi is constructed as 
E c2N.Aicx1Ci 
Hi 	[Ili]. '12' • • • '11/C,1 	 (3.12) 
containing the invariant Doppler-STAR manifold vector bik Vk = 1, .. ,1Ci. Fur-
thermore, the two matrices associated with the previous and next symbols Hr 
and liEriext, respectively, can be written as a function of 	as follows: 
"[
rev RN 0 (JT)Af )liii E C2NAre xiCi 
	
(3.13) 
and 
Efilext = (EN 0 JA(c)IERi E c2N.Aic 
	
(3.14) 
The discretised received signal-vector x[n] is a composition of multiple users' 
signals and is given as 
x[n] = E [n] + n[n] 	 (3.15) 
i=i 
Now, by substituting Eqn. 3.15 with Eqn. 3.11, the received signal vector is in 
the form of 
ilarev (oi 0 f i[n _ 1] 0 (1Ki 	- 1])) M 
zin] = E +Hi (0i 0 fi[n] 0 (ix, 0 4,i[n])) 	+ u[n] 	(3.16) 
i=i 	
+Ike' (0i O fi[n + 1] a (1Ki  Ai[ri + 1])) 
= lEltidiag(PDIEC [Ery 	xt] (12 diag(f i)) [Hr, 
Rdesired 
±E [liv?rev 
i=2 
tl H 
Rnn 
RISI 
(113 0 diag(L'i)) PEY"V, 
RMAI 
inext1 H 
.1 	' 
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Let's consider the lst user as the transmitter of interest. By rearranging the 
terms in Eqn. 3.16, the discretised signal vector x[n] can be rewritten as 
Desired 
. [n] = 	1111 (31 0 f l[n] O (1K1 Pq[n])) 
2/vAic Kl x1  
Is' 
▪ grev yext 
j 
 ija 0 f i[n — 1] 0 (.1-K1 0[n — 1]) 
0 f i [n + 1] O (1K1 ai[n + 1]) 
2 N.Ar x 21C 
2/Ci xl 
MAI 
M 
▪ E
[wev, HI Hrilext] 
i_2 
2N.Afc x3Ki 
pi 	fi[n - 1]O (1Ki 1)) 
0 fi[n] 0 (1K, ® Ai[n]) 
Ili 	fi[n + 1] a (1K, 0 q,i[n 1]) 
31Ci x I 
NOISE 
E[n] 	 (3.17) 
2N.A▪ ic xi 
For convenience, the dimension of each matrix is denoted in Eqn. 3.17. Hence, 
the discretised signal x[n] can be identified to contain four components, namely 
the desired signal, ISI, MAI and noise as laid out in that order in Eqn. 3.17. As-
suming "ergodicity", the theoretical covariance matrix litxx of the received signal 
x[n] is 
Rxx = 	} 
which, in practice, over a finite observation interval of L, snapshots, can be 
approximated by the "sample" covariance matrix as follows 
1 LS 
Etxx = E Ijn]I[n] H  
8 n=i 
In this case, the theoretical covariance matrix Rxx can be written as 
Rxx 	= E fljnWn] li } 	 (3.18) 
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where Pi is the average power of each multipath given as 
Pi = 	2 Ifii2 12 	Piki I 2iT 
Note that E {(13 i 0 f i [n] 0 (1,K, Ai[n])) (p.4 0 f i[n] ®(1.Ki p_i[n])) HI Vi be- 
comes (theoretically) the diagonal matrix diag(Pi) due to the vector f i[n] and 
the vector /3 i . 
3.3 Blind Channel Estimation 
3.3.1 Angle, Delay and Doppler Estimation 
By observing the covariance matrix llIsx given by Eqn. 3.18, it is clear that 
the observation space of dimensionality ZATc N (dimensionality of Illxx) can be 
partitioned into two complementary subspaces which are: 
1. The "overall signal subspace" spanned by the invariant Doppler-STAR man-
ifold vector {1k , Vi, k} associated with all the paths of all users. That is, 
(a) the desired user's path from all N antennas (columns of Hi); 
(b) the desired user's ISI (columns of {HY', Hirt }); 
(c) MAI (columns of {Hr", Hi , Wilext Vi > 1}). 
2. The noise subspace with contributions only of the additive white Gaussian 
noise. 
This implies that the dimensionality of the signal subspace (i.e. the total 
number of multipaths) is K = E1,/ci which should be less than the total di-
mensionality 2.AT,N, i.e. K < 2N,N . However, the paths of the desired user, 
in addition of belonging to the overall signal subspace, also belong to another 
nonlinear subspace (Doppler-STAR manifold) defined as follows 
M = {S(0) (J1  ci 0 (f)) E C2AreN,V0 E Q0, E 	f ES/f} 
where 
{
{12o, Oh S2 f} = parameter spaces of 0, 1 and f 
„E(f) = exp(j27rfT,[0, 1, ... , (2.Arc — 1)]T) 
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The intersection of the manifold .A.4 with the "overall signal subspace" will 
only provide the desired user's parameters which are the directions, delays and 
Doppler frequencies of its paths. This intersection can be found from the following 
minimisation problem 
	
(91 ,11 , f i) = arg 	 " min 	(. 0, 1, f) 
0If 
where 
1, f) = (,5:(0) 0 (Scl  0 Z(f)))11 PB„GS(0) 0 (Ili, 0 .F(f))) 	(3.19) 
In Eqn. 3.19, PE. is the projection operator of the noise subspace L[En] obtained 
by the eigendecomposition of covariance matrix Illsx and FIE„ = E„(E„1115.)-1EnH 
EnEr,H. Please note that the number of signals are assumed to be known or it can 
be detected using methods such as in [75] based on Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC) [76] and Minimum Description Length (MDL)[77][78], etc.2 As the signal 
subspace and the noise subspace are orthogonal to each other, the cost function 
e (6' ,1, f) would be expected to be approximately zero for parameters at which 
desired paths do exist and non-zero where paths do not exist. 
However, the minimisation process of x(8,1, f) in Eqn. 3.19 is prohibitively 
complex. Nevertheless, it can be proved that Eqn. 3.19 can be split into a min-
imisation of a two-dimensional cost function for space-time channel parameters 
(0,1) estimation followed by an extra 1C1 (the total number of multipaths cor-
responding to the desired user) one-dimensional searches, (i.e. one per path) 
performed in parallel over the Doppler frequency shift f as follows 
(01,11) = arg e  n(51(0) Pg1)1/15,,IC GEO) PO} 	(3.20) 
Ilk 	= arg min { 1k ( f )111E.15,,H bik(f)} 1(eik,lik),Vk 
	 (3.21) 
where 	
(ei,L) — {(011,/11);•• • (oik,ilk);• ••; 
r)ik(f) = 8(01k) 	(Slikfl 	Z(f)) 
Proof of Eqn. 3.19-3.21 can be found in the Appendix 3.7.1. Note that by 
denoting 
{HO) = fri 	, (f) 12 - (f) • 77 " 71)1/Ci (f)] 
c c2N.Arcxi 
2 Note that theoretically the dimension of rsz minus the multiplicity of the minimum eigen-
value of xx is used to specify the number of incident signals. However, for a finite observation 
interval, the number of signals is estimated using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Mini-
mum Description Length (MDL), etc., while the power of the noise is the mean of the smaller 
eigenvalues, rather than the minimum eigenvalues. 
= [fill f12) • • • 7 flKi]T 
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Eqn. 3.21 can also be written in a compact matrix form as 
f 	= arg min diag (Eli (f)HE.E„Hliili (f )) 	 (3.22) 
Thus a number of peak searches of the spectrums obtained by the evaluation of 
Eqn. 3.20 and 3.21 (or Eqn. 3.22) will provide the set of direction, delay and 
Doppler frequency shift estimates 
= 	/lb Li); (012,42,f12); • • • ; 	 fix")} E CICI" 
Note that the set E contains, in non-specific order, the path parameters of the 
desired user for all transmitting antennas. Based on the set E of estimated para-
meters, the channel matrix of the desired user can be constructed as 
E[1 = [ 1111' 1)121 ' " h1Kl1 E C
2N ArcxKi 	 (3.23) 
with 
1)1k = —S(eik) 	
(jjlik C _Z(flk)) 	 (3.24) 
Paths associated with different antennas (or SIVO channels) will later be iden-
tified and grouped using Correlation Analysis Assignment described in Section 
3.4.3. 
3.3.2 Path Power Estimation 
Once the set E, of the desired user's multipath parameters has been found, the 
path power 'Our Vk = 1, 	, /C1  (i.e. for every path) associated with the kth 
subset of 'E can be found by performing a one-dimensional minimisation search 
as follows 
PlkI
2 = arg min power  (P) p (3.25) 
where power v- (P) is a specially designed cost function defined as follows -, 
Ei2Nr:g 	 [ELN_Af,g., 
1,e; <0 I eigi (Rik (P))1  
power () 	 te-irace ig(elllui (Rk(P))  O)i) 
	  + logio  
trace (Rik (0)) 
(3.26) 
with 
Rik(P) 	Rxx — a r,12N.ivc — 1:1) 	 1k k = 1, • • • , —1k—lk  
Rnn 
and 7 is the scaling factor and is in the order of 
(3.27) 
( 
2 step size • 11-41k 1  -y = 0 logio 
trace (Rik (0)) 
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and eigi(Rik (P)) represents the ith eigenvalue of Rik(P) and the denominator 
trace (Rik (0)) is used for normalization. 
From Eqn. 3.27, it is clear that the effect of noise is removed from the data 
covariance matrix Rxx and the effects of the kth path can only be completely 
(asymptotically) removed from Rxx when P equals to 1033,12. In this case, Rlk (P) 
does not contain the eh path statistics and the rank of Rik (P) falls by ones. 
An illustrative example and more details regarding path power estimation is pre-
sented in Section 3.5 and the complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm in 
Appendix 3.7.2. 
3.4 Reception 
3.4.1 Space-Time Multiuser Receiver 
The discretised signal vector is passed through an integrated channel estimator 
to obtain the channel parameters which are used to reconstruct channel matrix 
[jr, Hi, 	, i = 1, . . . M. With the knowledge of the channel, space-time 
receivers can be devised to recover the transmitted information symbols. Linear 
receivers are considerably less complex to implement than many non-linear de-
signs while producing satisfactory BER/SNIR performance. In the thesis only 
linear receivers are considered. According to Fig. 2.9, the output of the linear 
receiver is a vector of decision variables at point E, i.e. 
y[n] = Wilz[n] 
The mathematical expressions for various types of space-time receivers which 
will be used in the subsequent chapters for simulation studies and performance 
comparison are given below: 
1. Rake Rx: The RAKE receiver is a single-user (SU) receiver which requires 
only the knowledge of the desired user's spreading sequence and its associ-
ated channel parameters. This is an optimum Rx but for white Gaussian 
channels. Its main drawback is its susceptibility to the near-far problem 
effect, which necessitates the application of open-loop or closed-loop power 
control. Its expression extended to include the Doppler-STAR is given as 
follows 
WRAKE= 1111 E C2NAr= (3.28) 
   
1This method, however, will give incorrect estimate if paths are partially or fully correlated 
and the data covariance matrix constructing Iftxx has non-zero off diagonal elements. 
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The weight matrix is derived by constructing 	based on Eqn. 3.23. 
2. Decorrelating Rx: The formulation of the decorrelating receiver is to elim-
inate the MAI and ISI interferences, thus making it more tolerant to the 
near-far problem effect. It is a suboptimal multiuser (MU) linear receiver 
and by denoting the composite channel matrix El as 
Elf = [ [lEry , kinext1 
1 	, • • • , [ Zev) 	Eirit,tt
i E C2N .Af. x31C 
The decorrelating weight can be expressed as 
WD ec =C°1/C1+1:2K1 [IFE(IEIIHIER)-11 E C2NArcx1C1 
	
(3.29) 
where the operator coli:j{.} selects columns i to j of a matrix. Depending 
on the type of the manifold vector used to construct the weight, there are 
Doppler-STAR decorrelating Rx with weights constructed using Doppler-
STAR manifold vector as in Eqn. 3.9 and STAR decorrelating Rx without 
Doppler compensation by using STAR manifold vector defined in Eqn. 3.8. 
3. MMSE Rx: It is also a suboptimal MU linear receiver with its weight given 
below 
WMMSE = COlIc1+1;2/C1 IERPHIHI 0.„2113K ) 	E C2NArc 	(3.30) 
4. Subspace MMSE receiver: A subspace type MMSE MU detector is proposed 
in [41]. It is implemented in multiple antenna MIMO CDMA systems and 
is chosen for performance comparison in simulation studies in this chapter. 
The channel is estimated using a method proposed in [60] which is also a 
subspace approach. Please refer to [60] and [41] for details of this approach. 
3.4.2 The Subspace Based Single-User Rx for Interference 
Cancellation 
In this section, a subspace based single-user receiver is proposed which achieves 
the performance close to the multiuser receivers. Channel estimates obtained 
using algorithms proposed in Section 3.3 will be incorporated with the proposed 
subspace based receiver for MAI and ISI suppression. The data flow diagram of 
the system is shown in Fig. 3.2 where the MAI/ISI suppression (interference can-
cellation) blocks and the correlation analysis assignment process will be studied 
in this section. As discussed previously, the desired signal component, ISI and 
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MAI components all lie in the same signal subspace. However, in order to sup-
press interferences from the received signals, the interference subspace spanned 
by ISI and MAI components should be identified and isolated from the overall 
signal subspace. 
Using the desired user's channel estimates and power estimates, "unwanted can 
be constructed by removing desired user's multipath component from IRxz as 
Runwanted = IR= — IEllldiag {1Piii2 1P12[2 	,IPlic,12] 1 (3.31) 
where 1,81k12  Vk = 1, , K1  has been estimated using Eqn. 3.26. By perform-
ing the eigendecomposition of Runwanted the matrix Eunwanted is formed, which 
has (2K1  + Ei2  37Ci) signal eigenvectors as its columns, and is a basis for the 
unwanted signal subspace G[Eunwanted] • 
Having found the unwanted signal subspace, the complement projection op-
erator IPLwanted 
i.e' P-L unwanted 
\ —1 iu,n- 
= E2N)Vc 1unwanted (EuHnwantedEu-nlwanted) iwunwanted 
= 1[2N./k/ —EunwantedEuHnwanted (3.32) 
can be formed. By applying this operator on x[n], the received signal is projected 
on to the orthogonal complement subspace of unwanted signals, i.e. Punwantedx[n]• 
Thus based on Eqn. 3.17, it is clear that both MAI and ISI from the received sig-
nals can be successfully suppressed leaving only the transformed terms of desired 
signals and noise: 
PuinwantedI[n] — PLwantedHidiag(P1 ) (f l [n] 0 (lifi 	[n])) -- - 
transformed desired signal 
+Pi 	t an[n] 
transformed noise 
(3.33) 
Then, by pre-multiplying both sides of Eqn. 3.33 with ( NH. )1 unwanted1H11) 
Eqn. 3.33 is further transformed to 
\ -1 
(1El[friPulnwanted 1) 	1 ir unwanted x [n] 
\ 
= 	(H[j:IIP ulnw anted Hi)
-1 
 111
H
1  PunwantedHldiag0
(3.34) 
3 	(f.1  [72,1 ® UK]. 0 a.l [n])) - 
+ 0E1 unwanted IH11) Et11PLwanted [n] 
0 
?c[n] 
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= diagPi ) 	[n] 0 (1K, 0 i[n])) + WHII[n] E C/C' x 1 	(3.35) 
The weight matrix W is a zero-forcing (ZF) type and is given as 
Turlimpl 
W Pui 	
( 
nwantedHl k,"1 u unwanted 
) 1 (3.36) 
3.4.3 Correlation Analysis Assignment 
The vector signal (point E in Fig. 2.9) is of dimension /C1 = K1N (representing Ki 
unique paths) which is still contaminated with the phase shifts caused by complex 
fading coefficients and symbol level Doppler components, plus an additive noise 
component. The phase differences between paths must be first compensated. This 
can be done by using differential decoding techniques. If y[n] denotes the vector-
signal at the output of the differential decoder (that is after phase compensation), 
the signals now need to be partitioned to differentiate those branches belonging 
to the different transmitting antennas of the desired user. This is completed by 
performing the Correlation Analysis Assignment illustrated in Fig. 3.3 where 
an example is given with total number of paths K i = 6 to be separated. The 
correlation matrix of the output y[n] is first constructed as 
R„ = Ely[n]y[n]H} 	 (3.37) 
The lower triangular matrix contains enough information needed for grouping 
the paths. A 6 x 6 correlation matrix is shown in Fig. 3.3 where corn., = [Ryy]ii 
denotes the entry at position (i, j) of Ryy and is the correlation of the ith and jth 
path of y[n]. It is easy to see 
{
corrii :-_-2.1 if path i, j are associated with the same signal source 
corrii << 1 if path i,j are associated with different signal source 
Based on the covariance matrix, the grouping algorithm is carried out and the 
steps are described as follows 
1. Set column number j = 1 and antenna number n = 1; 
2. Move to column j. Select i Vi = j, 	Xi such that the cross-correlation 
at position (i, j) is above a prespecified threshold and group them into set 
En , i.e. En = {i, corrii >Threshold Vi = j, . ,1C1 }. Set n = n + 1; 
3. If j < 1C1, set j = j +1 (the next column), go to Step 4. If j = 1C1  (the last 
column), exit; 
Ar„,i [17] 
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4. If path j doesn't belong to any sets that have been created, i.e. j {772 U 
El 	U 	En}, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 3.. 
The procedure is briefly illustrated in the example shown in Fig. 3.3. Note 
that if the channel parameters of any particular branch are erroneous (incorrect 
channel estimation) or unidentified (incomplete channel estimation), the Cor-
relation Analysis Assignment will leave that branch unassigned, thus inducing 
robustness to the receiver. At the output of the correlation analysis, the vector-
signal y[n] has been sorted into N groups, denoted as 
T i T 
[YAnt,11. 	
, 	r,
Ant,2 `.1 7 	YA nt ,N [71  
 
(3.38) 
 
These branches are then maximum ratio combined (MRC) followed by the deci-
sion device yielding 
[n] = sign (Re NivilRc iYAnt,j 
	 (3.39) 
where au [n] is the nth recovered (differentially decoded) symbol transmitted from 
the jth antenna of the desired user, whereas Wmitc,i is the combining weight vector 
obtained using the principal eigenvector of the covariance matrix of y 	1 A nt, j 
With reference to Fig. 3.2, a summary of the complete procedure covering 
the main steps of the proposed arrayed MIMO estimator and receiver is briefly 
described as follows: 
1. Sample the array output and concatenate the tapped-delay lines (TDL) 
contents to form the discretised signal vector x[n] at point A; 
2. Form the (smoothed) covariance matrix I1 of the discretised signal vector 
and apply the cost function in Eqn. 3.20 and 3.21 to jointly estimate the 
angle, delay (Point B) and Doppler frequency shift (point C); 
3. Having obtained the space-time channel parameters, the path power is then 
estimated according to Eqn. 3.25 (point D); 
4. Based on the estimated channel parameters, compute weight W in Eqn. 
3.36 and apply it onto the discretised signal vector as seen in Eqn. 3.35 
(point E); 
5. Compensate phase shift by differential decoding (point F) and apply Corre-
lation Analysis Assignment to assign the output signal streams to different 
transmitting antennas (point G); 
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6. Combine branches that belong to the same transmitting elements using 
Eqn. 3.39 and multiplex the data streams to recover the data stream at 
point H. 
3.5 Simulation Studies 
Several representative examples are presented in this section to highlight the key 
benefits of using array manifold concept in MIMO systems. Consider a uniform 
N = 5 element linear array of half-wavelength spacing operating in the presence 
of M = 3 co-channel BPSK DS-CDMA users, each having N = 2 transmitting 
antenna elements, employing data demultiplexer at the transmitter to transmit 
a vector of symbols that maximise the transmission data rate. Each user is 
assigned a unique Gold sequence of length AT, = 31 with rectangular chip pulse-
shaping. The chip rate is set at 1/71 = 1.2288 Mchips/s with a carrier frequency 
of F, = 2GHz. The array is assumed to collect 400 data symbols for processing 
at each time. 
The 1st user is the desired user having an input signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) 
of 20dB. The maximum Doppler spread is set at 200Hz which corresponds to a 
maximum speed of 108km/h. The Interference-to-Noise Ratio (ISR) is assumed 
20dB (i.e. near-far problem) and all 3 users have 10 multipaths each, with their 
parameters listed in Table 3.1. Fig. 3.4 shows in both the (a) 3D surface plot 
and (b) 2D contour plot that all the 10 multipaths, associated with the two 
transmitting elements of the desired user, can be identified/estimated successfully 
using the proposed algorithm2. 
Having estimated the space-time channel parameters, Ki (= 10) one-dimensional 
searches are performed over Doppler frequency domain. By setting the search step 
size as 1Hz, the Doppler-MUSIC spectrum due to the desired user is plotted as 
depicted in Fig. 3.5. It is therefore apparent that the Doppler frequency shifts 
associated with all 10 multipaths, can be correctly estimated. 
Fig. 3.6 demonstrate the capability of the conventional MUSIC and the 
STAR-MUSIC in resolving closely spaced paths with identical delays. It is a 
single user system having two paths coming from direction 70° and 70.1° with 
2 Notice that the algorithm can still operate even when the desired user's paths are arriving 
at the same time (co-delay) or arriving from the same direction (co-directional). The former 
case cannot be resolved for a general array geometry but for a uniform linear array where spatial 
smoothing can be overlaid on top of xx  to form the smoothed covariance matrix R,mooth [11) 
(see the optional block in Fig. 3.2). In the simulation studies, the array is partitioned into 2 
overlapping 4-element subarrays for spatial smoothing. 
User 1 with code vector al User 2 with code vector a2 User 3 with code vector a3
Path eik likTc Ilk 101kI2 Path 62k /2k Te f2k 102k 12 Path °3k 13kTc 13k 10 3kI 2 
1st Antenna element 
k = 1 40° 8T, 30Hz 0.1334 k = 1 30° 10Tc -90Hz 22.7490 k = 1 20° 1571 40Hz 3.0420 
k = 2 50° 18Tc 100Hz 0.0633 k = 2 70° 25TH 60Hz 45.9155 k = 2 60° 4T0 -80Hz 19.4572 
k = 3 70° 25T, -160Hz 0.1569 k = 3 80° 20TH 170Hz 6.5390 k = 3 60° 7T0 -10Hz 40.6202 
k = 4 900 18T, 100Hz 0.3316 k = 4 80° 21T0 30Hz 2.8903 k = 4 60° 10T, 5Hz 12.9542 
k = 5 100° 12T, 0Hz 0.3148 k = 5 100° 10T, -110Hz 21.9062 k = 5 100° 3T0 180Hz 23.9264 
2' Antenna element 
k = 6 60° 15T, 150Hz 0.0379 k = 6 110° 11T, -100Hz 23.0314 k = 6 110° 20TH -2Hz 28.5003 
k = 7 90° 5T, -80Hz 0.2418 k = 7 80° 5T, -60Hz 16.2399 k = 7 130° 11T, 110Hz 3.1565 
k = 8 90° 20TH  100Hz 0.3072 k = 8 90° 5TH -60Hz 51.1615 k = 8 130° 12T0 -50Hz 14.3002 
k = 9 120° 10T, 0Hz 0.0955 k = 9 120° 28T0 150Hz 2.0691 k = 9 140° 8Tc 90Hz 35.0292 
k = 10 130° 15Tc -120Hz 0.3177 k = 10 150° 25T0 0Hz 7.4982 k = 10 160° 18T0 -170Hz 19.0138 
Note: (1) The first user is assumed to be the desired user with ISR=20dB and SNR=20dB; 
(2) ISR is defined as 10 logio(EklilOik12/Eick±i lfi1k12) Vi 	1,k; 
(3) Path delays are assumed multiple of Tc. Delays in fractional Tc are absorbed by the fading coefficients in this thesis. 
Table 3.1: User's parameters 
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Figure 3.4: (a) 3D surface plot and (b) 2D contour plot of the joint angle (DOA) 
and delay (TOA) estimation of all the multipath components of the desired user 
based on Eqn. 3.20. Taking position k = 3 as an example, it represents the esti-
mates of the desired user's 31 '1 path of the Pt antenna that arrives from direction 
70° with delay 25T, as can be found in Table 3.1. 
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-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200 
Doppler frequency shift f(Hz) 
Figure 3.5: Doppler frequency shift, estimation of all the multipath components 
due to the desired user based on Eqn. 3.22. For example, peak k = 10 at 
f = —120Hz is the estimated Doppler frequency of the desired user's l0" path. 
identical delays (TOA= 5T) and zero Doppler frequency. It is simulated using a 
linear array of N = 5 and the user employs a Gold sequence of length Arc = 31. 
The result is obtained based on the theoretical covariance matrix of the signal 
(i.e the number of snapshots approaches infinity) with zero noise. It has shown 
that the STAR-MUSIC (the solid line) provides sharp peaks, much better than 
the conventional MUSIC (the dotted line), at directions where paths exist. This 
is because the extension of the conventional array manifold to the Doppler-STAR 
manifold concept has provided the system with better detection and resolution 
capabilities. 
Fig. 3.7 plots a one dimensional search over the fading coefficients. The fading 
coefficients of all the multipaths are listed in Table 3.1. Taking (User 1, Antenna 
1, Path 3) for example, as the value of P increases, toward Ii31312,  a portion of 
the signal power arriving from the 3'd path is gradually removed leading to a 
monotonic decrease of the first term of RHS of Eqn. 3.26. When P = P1312, all 
the effects of the signal coming from the path of interest have been removed and a 
deep drop can be seen at P1312  = 0.1569. The logarithm of the eigenvalue that is 
close to zero produces a sharp drop in the cost function which creates the global 
minimum. A further increase of P will create negative eigenvalues of R 1 3 (P) and 
140 
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Figure 3.6: The performance comparison of (i) the conventional MUSIC and (ii) 
the STAR-MUSIC algorithms in resolving closely spaced sources (70° and 70.1°) 
with identical delays (57-',) and without Doppler frequency shift. 
the second term of RHS of Eqn. 3.26 starts operating. As P continues growing, 
the negative eigenvalues are utilized constructively by the second term of the cost 
function to produce a monotonic increase of the cost function when the effect of 
the 3id path has been completely removed. It is important to point out that the 
searching range of parameter P is within [0, 2N1.N. 	 trace(Rxx  — eig„„„ (Rxx)E2N.Aicd . 
The search for the fading coefficients of all the multipaths of the desired user can 
be efficiently realized in MATLAB by using the FMINBND function. 
The channel estimates (directions, delays, Doppler Frequencies and path pow-
ers) can be found in Table 3.2. Paths associated with different antennas remain 
to be identified. The Correlation Analysis Assignment is thus performed at the 
output of processor W. The lower triangular part of the cross-correlation matrix 
Ryy is shown in the table. The procedure starts from the 1st column. By setting 
a prespecified threshold value of say 0.95 for comparison, it is clear that one set 
of the paths, i.e. -El = {1, 2,4, 6, 8} has been successfully identified. Paths that 
belong to set E1 are identified and highlighted in column 1. The procedure now 
proceeds to the 2'° column. As path 2 belongs to the same group as path 1 thus 
column 2 is ignored and the procedure continues to the 3'd column. By looking 
at Column 3 (which doesn't belong to El), set a72 = {3, 5, 7, 9,10} is identified. 
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Figure 3.7: Fading coefficient estimation of (Antenna 1, Path 3) of the desired 
user based on Eqn. 3.25. The deep drop corresponds to 11313 1 2 as listed in Table 
3.1. Searching step size is set to be 0.0001. 
Now, let us consider a hypothetical case that there exists parameter estimation 
error in one of the estimated paths (say the 1st  path). If the estimation error is 
directional of +5° (i.e. 01 = 45° rather than 40°), then the correlation analysis 
results will be almost identical with the only difference being that cross correla-
tion values at (2, 1), (4, 1), (6, 1), (8, 1) fall below the threshold (0.95). Thus this 
path will no longer be recognized as a path associated with the first antenna and 
will be left unassigned. In this way, the proposed receiver is robust to channel 
estimation errors3. 
As the proposed estimation algorithm is a searching algorithm, its accuracy 
is first studied as the resolution of the searching grid improves. Without loss of 
generality, the standard deviation between the channel estimates of the desired 
user's 1st path (see Table 3.1) and its true channel vector is calculated in Fig. 
3.8. The searching stepsize is set to be the same for both DOA and Doppler shift 
estimation. The stepsize for TOA estimation is fixed at 17', as oversampling is not 
3Pilot symbols (antenna IDs) can be inserted after the demultiplexer at the transmitter (see 
Fig. 2.9). This ID is exploited at the receiver before the multiplexer converter to combine 
branches in a correct order. The correlation analysis assignment developed in this section has 
further enhanced the system performance by introducing robustness against channel estimation 
errors. 
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DOA/TOA/Doppler Power Ryy 
Path (01k , hicTc, iikHz) 1/31k 1 2 1st 
211(1  
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 
8th 
9th 
10th 
1 (400, 8, 30) 0.1334 1.000 
2 (50°, 18, 100) 0.0633 0.9981 1.000 
3 (60°, 15, 150) 0.0379 0.101 0.0974 1.000 
4 (70°, 25, -160) 0.1569 0.9951 0.9962 0.0953 1.000 
5 (90°, 5, -80) 0.2418 0.1034 0.0994 0.9986 0.0970 1.000 
6 (90°, 18, 100) 0.3316 0.9977 0.9991 0.0935 0.9957 0.0956 1.000 
7 (90°, 20,100) 0.3072 0.1012 0.0976 0.9982 0.0957 0.9985 0.0939 1.000 
8 (100°,12, 0) 0.3148 0.9946 0.9955 0.0918 0.9931 0.0938 0.9952 0.0921 1.000 
9 (120°, 10, 0) 0.0955 0.1001 0.0963 0.9983 0.0946 0.9987 0.0926 0.9986 0.0912 1.000 
10 (130°, 15, -120) 0.3177 0.1061 0.1022 0.9978 0.1002 0.9980 0.0985 0.9976 0.0973 0.9977 1.000 
Note: Illyv is calculated using Eqn. 3.37 and the lower triangular elements of Itlyy are listed in the table. Elements of Ekyy at 
highlighted positions (path 1, 2, 4,6, 8) have values above threshold (i.e. 0.95), thus can be identified to belong to the same 
transmitting antenna. 
Table 3.2: Estimated set and correlation analysis 
00 
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Ref [60] SNR=20dB 
— - — - — - — - — - — 
Proposed Method SNR=OdB 
Proposed Method SNR=10dB 
Proposed Method SNR=20dB 
0.1 	 0.01 	 0.001 
Step Size 
Figure 3.8: The standard deviation of the channel estimates to the true channel 
vector in the presence of noise as the searching resolution improves. The compos-
ite channel estimation method proposed in [60] is also plotted for comparison. 
considered in the chapter. The solid curve in Fig. 3.8 is the composite channel 
vector reconstructed using the proposed algorithm. It is compared to the channel 
vector (dotted line) obtained using the non-parametric method proposed in [60]. 
It is clear that the parameter estimation based method has a superior accuracy 
over the composite channel estimation approach. It can be found that, for the 
proposed algorithm, the searching stepsize of 0.1 for both DOA and Doppler 
is a good compromise between the system performance and complexity. The 
performance degradation can hardly be observed when the searching stepsize is 
smaller than 0.1. 
The overall performance of the proposed arrayed MIMO system as the Doppler 
frequency shift increases is examined through comparison with the Doppler-STAR 
RAKE Rx, Doppler-STAR Decorrelating Rx and Rx proposed in [41]. Fig. 3.9 
depicts the performance of the proposed Doppler-STAR receiver as compared 
with the above receiver types. By keeping all the other simulation parameters 
constant, the maximum Doppler spread varied from 0 to 200Hz. The Doppler-
STAR decorrelating receiver assumes full knowledge of the Doppler-STAR man-
ifold vectors of all users and thus serves as a comparative upper bound for the 
performance of single receivers. It can be seen that our proposed receiver, which 
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Figure 3.9: The comparison of the effectiveness of the proposed receiver in com-
bating Doppler frequency shift as compared with i) Receiver proposed in [41]; 
ii) Doppler-STAR decorrelating receiver; ii) Doppler-STAR RAKE receiver; iii) 
STAR decorrelating receiver; iv) STAR RAKE receiver. 
requires only the Doppler-STAR manifold vectors of the desired user, seems to 
be very tolerant to the Doppler spread and achieves the performance as good 
as the Doppler-STAR decorrelating receiver. The receiver proposed in [41] ex-
periences a performance degradation as the Doppler spread increases. This is 
because the front-end estimator is based on the non-parametric channel model 
and it estimates the overall channel response vector without estimating each of the 
channel parameters. Although the algorithm has lower computational cost, the 
price paid for the efficiency is a considerable reduction in the receiver's ability to 
combat interferences and Doppler spread. The performance of the STAR decor-
relating receiver which is formed using STAR manifold vector and thus ignores 
the Doppler component degraded significantly with the increase of the Doppler 
spread. In addition, the Doppler-STAR RAKE (using Doppler-STAR manifold 
vector) receiver and the STAR RAKE (using STAR manifold vector) receiver are 
also plotted which break down at the onset of the Doppler spread. This is because 
the magnitude of the interferences is not suppressed and remains very large. 
As stated previously, the number of multipaths that can be resolved by the 
algorithm is much greater than the number of antenna elements available at the 
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Doppler-STAR RAKE 
90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 
Total Number of Multipaths For All Users 
Figure 3.10: The behaviour of the proposed receiver is investigated as the total 
number of multipaths increases. PN codes of length Al, = 31 and a linear array 
of N = 5 are used in the simulation which make the dimension of the observa-
tion space 2./VeN = 310. ISR is kept constant at —20dB for a fair comparison. 
The performance of the proposed receiver degrades sharply when the number of 
multipaths exceeds the dimension of the overall space. 
array. However, the maximum number of resolvable multipaths (including ISI) 
1Cmax should not exceed the dimension of the overall observation space which in 
other words, must fulfill the condition ICrnax < 2.111-4V. Fig. 3.10 is thus plotted 
to show the SNIR performance of the system in the presence of MAI. Using the 
same system parameters as listed in Table 3.1, the limit Kmax < 2N-,N = 310. 
The simulation starts from 60 multipaths of all users and increases up to 310 
which reaches the dimension of the observation space. It can be seen that the 
proposed receiver can work in a fully loaded system. The SNIR level falls below 
0dB when the number of total multipaths exceeds 310. Rx in [41], however, 
experiences a performance downgrade even before the number of total multipaths 
reaches the system limit. This is because the Doppler spread has deteriorated 
the performance of the channel estimator. The decorrelating receiver is not a 
subspace type and thus does not suffer as much as the proposed receiver. 
Furthermore, the near-far resistant capability of the proposed receiver is inves-
tigated in greater detail in Fig. 3.11. The power level of the other two interferers 
is varied with respect to that of the desired user, with each constituting a near-far 
-30
60 
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Figure 3.11: The SNIR performance of the proposed receiver in the presence of 
near-far problem as compared with i) Receiver proposed in [41]; ii) Doppler-STAR 
decorrelating receiver and iii) Doppler-STAR RAKE receiver. 
ratio (NFR) as measured in ISR of between —20dB and 40dB. It is evident that 
the proposed receiver is insusceptible to the near-far problem and it has the same 
performance as the decorrelating receiver which however, requires the full knowl-
edge of all the users' channel parameters. Receiver proposed in [41] is subspace 
type and thus is also near far resistant, whereas the RAKE receiver is observed 
to be deteriorating with the NFR shortly after the interference level rises beyond 
the desired user's signal power. 
1.n Conclusions 
In this chapter, the potential benefit of incorporating the array manifold concept 
in typical MIMO systems is demonstrated by the proposed blind space-time chan-
nel estimation and interference cancellation scheme. The estimation algorithm 
can provide a complete estimation of angles, delays, Doppler frequency shifts, as 
well as the power of multipath coefficients. The subspace type receiver is a single 
user receiver which requires only the channel estimation of the desired user. How-
ever, it completely suppresses channel interferences and in the simulation studies, 
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it is shown that the proposed receiver achieves an SNIR enhancement compar-
ative to a multiuser receiver. Furthermore, the proposed subspace type receiver 
exploits the signal structure in the joint space-time domain. The number of mul-
tipaths that can be resolved by the algorithm is much greater than the number 
of antenna elements available at the array. As a result, the proposed subspace 
receiver has superior capability of interference cancellation and can support more 
users for a given performance threshold. In addition, due to the inclusion of the 
Correlation Analysis Assignment in the detection process, the receiver is robust 
to erroneous or incomplete channel estimation. 
3.7 Appendix 
3.7.1 Proof of Eqn. 3.19-3.21: 
Eqn. (21) is rewritten here as 
f) = (5'(0) (J 1 C 1  0 11(f)))H PEr,( ,1(9) ® (Pci 0 Z(f))) 	(3.40) 
which can be rearranged into 
(e,1, f) = trace(diag(J1 1)(5_'(0) 0 lianic )HPEn (.2(0) 0 R2Aridiag(J1c.1)...E(f)Z(f )11) 
(3.41) 
where .F(f) is defined as the chip level Doppler component with the form of 
Z(f) = 
 
1 
exp (j f Tc ) 
exP(j 2 • 27fTc) 
   
exp(j(2./V, — 1) • 27 fT,)_ 
and E(f).E(f)H is therefore a Toeplitz matrix with expression as 
.1(f)Z(f)11  
1 	exp(—j2n-f71) • • • exp ( —j (2./V, — 1) 27 fTc) 
exp(j f Tc ) 	 1 
exp(—j27rf Tc ) 
exp(j(2.ff, — 1)2ir fT,) 	 1 
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which can be split into two terms expressed as 
~( f)Jr ( f )H =12Arc1 +M 	 (3.42) 
where 12jvc is defined as a vector of length 2.Are with all elements ones and 
III 	 (3.43) 
0 	 exp(—j27r fT,) — 1 • • • exp(--,j(2)V, — 1)27f71) — 1 
exp(j27rfTe) — 1 	 0 
exp(—j271-fT,) — 1 
exP(j(2-Af, — 1)27rfTc) — 1 	 0 
which is the term that remains. Plug Eqn. 3.42 into Eqn. 3.41 to obtain 
f) 
trace(diag(1J1.C1)(5.:(0) 12Nc )111PEn (5_'(0) 0 1[2mc)diag(J1c1)(12Aa2Ti - + III)) 
trace(diag(V 1)(5(0) 0 1I v.)HPE.(5(0) 1[2.Addiag(Jh1)12Arc12iv-c) 
+trace(diag(J1c1)(S(0) 0 EzAtc )IIPEn (S(0) 0 12jvc )diag(J1 1)M) 	(3.44) 
If N, f DTI << 1 which can be easily satisfied in a practical communication system, 
the second term in Eqn. 3.44 is close to 0 and can be ignored. In a similar fashion 
as we transformed Eqn. 3.40 to Eqn. 3.41. the first term of Eqn. 3.44 can be 
rearranged as 
trace(diag(J1 1)(5(0) Itzvc )HIPE„ (5(0) 0 1[2jvc )diag(Iii1)12jvc1Lfc ) 
= 	(8(0) 	(.1/1 _1 0 12Arc))111En (5(0) ® (Pg.1 1.2Arc)) 
= 	(5(0) ® Sif1)11EnEillf (5(0) 0 J1.C1) 
Rewrite Eqn. 3.20 in Section 3.3 as 
(21, t1) = arg e n{ (5(9) J1.011EnE,1 (5(0) 0 VII)} 
	
(3.45) 
It can thus be proved that the minimisation of Eqn. 3.40 shares the same min-
imum points as Eqn. 3.45. By searching over 0 and / using Eqn. 3.45, the 
estimations (01, /1) will be obtained. By defining 
S eik , 1)1k(f) = 	0 (.1[4% T(f)) 
where (01k, Ilk) is the kth set of the estimates (01, /1), Eqn. 3.40 is reduced to a 
Ki one dimensional search over the Doppler frequency shift written as 
fik = arg m'n I {rlik(f)11E.15=11)1k(f)} 1(eik,iik),vk 	(3.46) 
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Consequently, it has been proved that the minimisation of Eqn. 3.40 can be split 
into a sequential minimisation of a two-dimensional cost function for space-time 
channel parameters (9,1) estimation (Eqn. 3.45) followed by an extra 1C1  (the 
total number of multipaths corresponding to the desired user) one-dimensional 
searches for Doppler frequency shift estimation f (Eqn. 3.46). 
3.7.2 Complexity Analysis 
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm will be studied by count-
ing the number of "floating-point operations" (FLOPs) required by the algo-
rithms. Every operation is treated as complex multiplication and addition. The 
complexity calculation of the algorithms can be decomposed into several steps 
with the common operations listed as follows: 
1. According to Eqn. 3.18, the calculation of the covariance matrix Rxx re-
quires -12- [2N)Ve + (2NA/c)2] (8L — 1); 
2. The flop count of the eigenvalue decomposition of Rxx is (2NArc)3; 
3. The calculation of the projection operator PE„ requires 2 [2N-Arc + (2NArc)21 
(24K — 1); 
4. The form of STAR and Doppler-STAR have approximately equal complex-
ity as 40N + 80.K + 2NJVc (note that expectation is equivalent to 40 mul-
tiplications); 
5. The total throughput calculation of Eqn. 3.19 has the complexity 8(2NJVc)2+ 
6(2N,K) — 2; 
The computational expenses of the three-dimensional minimisation process, 
the reduced dimensional minimisation process and the power estimation process 
will be briefly summarised as follows 
a) Three-Dimensional Minimisation Process (Eqn. 3.19): 
The three-dimensional cost function as in Eqn. 3.19 can be carried out with 
a brute-force search over the joint direction, time and Doppler frequency do-
main. However, for implementation purpose, all the possible STAR and Doppler-
STAR manifold vectors can be precalculated (Step 4) and stored, thus will not 
be counted into the real time processing cost. 
By defining No, N1 and N f as the number of searches over angular spread, 
time spread and Doppler frequency spread, steps 1-3 and 5 are repeated NoNiNf 
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times. Hence, the flop count of the three-dimensional minimisation process can 
be calculated as in the order of 
0(8N3.k3 + 16N2.ACL + 48N 2JV,21C+32N 2A(c2 NeNINf) 
given the STAR and Doppler-STAR manifold vector sets are precalculated and 
stored for reuse. 
b) Reduced-Dimensional Minimisation Process (Eqn. 3.20 and Eqn. 3.21): 
The reduced-dimensional cost function is composed of a two-dimensional search 
over joint direction and time domain followed by a one-dimensional search over 
Doppler frequency domain. Hence, the flop count of the search process is reduced 
to 
0(8N3JVc3 +16N 2JVc2 L + 48N 2Arc21C+32N 2.11CNoN1 +32N 2ACIV f ) 
c) Power Estimation Process: 
Having obtained the estimated channel parameters such as DOA, TOA and 
Doppler frequency shift, the power estimation can be performed based on Eqn. 
3.25. For each path of the desired user, the flop count for constructing the residual 
matrix Rik (P) as in Eqn. 3.27 is (2N.K)3 +2(2N.Aic)2 +4(2NArc —1). By defining 
Np as the number of searches over the range of power, the total complexity cost 
of the power estimation process is 
0(8NpNW,3) 
Chapter 4 
Joint Transmitter-Receiver 
Beamforming 
In this chapter, the objective is to provide more flexibility and enhancement of 
the system capabilities and performance using a joint transmitter-receiver (Tx-
Rx) beamformer in the downlink of a DS-CDMA system over multipath fading 
channels. The proposed investigation is based on the array manifold concept and 
thus, the space-time properties of the channel can be fully exploited, playing a 
crucial role in the operation of blind channel estimation and interference suppres-
sion techniques. The beamforming weights are designed to minimise the overall 
mean-squared-error (MSE) of the system. An iterative solution to the optimi-
sation problem is firstly proposed under the system framework. A closed-form 
solution based on channel eigendecomposition is then presented. The conver-
gence of the iterative method to the clo.sed-form solution and their equivalence is 
examined using computer simulation studies. The performance of the proposed 
approach is also supported by some illustrative examples. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The explosive demand for wireless internet and multimedia services requires more 
efficient techniques to be employed to enable high data rate downlink transmis-
sion in DS-CDMA systems. The use of beamforming is considered as an effective 
way to eliminate both multiple-access interference (MAI) and inter-symbol inter-
ference (ISI). While receiver-beamforming (Rx-beamforming) has long been an 
active area of research, the physical limitation of a mobile station (MS), such as 
the space and battery power prohibits more advanced array processing at the MS. 
Transmitter-beamforming (Tx-beamforming) from the base station (BS) to MS 
serves as a powerful alternative for increasing downlink capacity and it is based 
on criteria such as maximum signal-to-noise ratio (MSNR) [44][47] and maximum 
pseudo signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (PSNIR) [47]. In [79], joint transmit 
beamforming and power control is studied in a downlink wireless system where 
the transmit weight vector and the power allocation are calculated jointly so that 
the transmit power is minimised while the SNIR at each mobile is maintained 
above a certain threshold. 
Currently more attention has been directed to joint transmitter-receiver beam-
forming (Tx-Rx beamforming) that offers a performance advantage over Tx-
beamforming, or Rx-beamforming. Fig. 2.10 shows a joint Tx-Rx beamforming 
system where both mobiles and base stations are equipped with antenna arrays. 
When perfect/partial channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmit-
ter, further signal processing can be applied prior to transmission. However, joint 
Tx-Rx beamforming affects the interference at all receivers at different locations. 
Therefore, the beamformer calculation cannot be done independently at each 
link. Joint Tx-Rx beamforming are developed under certain performance criteria 
for different systems. In [80], an iterative optimisation scheme that minimises 
the overall mean squared error (MSE) of the system is proposed over multipath 
channels in a synchronous multiuser system. In [81], joint beamforming is con-
sidered in MIMO channels arising from the use of multiple antennas at both the 
transmitter and the receiver and the channel is considered to be flat fading. In 
[82], the optimisation design is studied in the multicarrier MIMO system covering 
many desirable criterions such as MSE, SNIR and BER. [83] studies joint Tx-Rx 
beamforming in MIMO channels in a frequency selective DS-CDMA system. The 
signal processor at the transmitter and the receiver has a decoupled structure and 
the optimum Tx-Rx beamforming weights are optimised iteratively. Interestingly, 
in [83], it is pointed out that the system performance is not particularly sensitive 
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to channel estimation errors occurring at the transmitter because an optimal lin-
ear receiver is employed which is designed to be matched to the channel plus the 
transmit processing at the transmitter. If the Tx-beamformer is not optimum but 
the information of the channel plus the transmit processing at the transmitter is 
estimated correctly at the receiver, then the receiver can still reduce the influence 
of the transmitter mismatching to a certain extent and optimise the overall link 
quality. 
However, early results on joint Tx-Rx beamforming in MIMO systems were de-
veloped based on non-parametric models. The array geometry is ignored in all the 
above mentioned works and therefore limits considerably the ability of antenna 
arrays in exploiting efficiently the inherent space-time structure of the multipath 
channels. The study presented in this chapter will be based on the array mani-
fold concept for designing a joint Tx-Rx beamforming framework for "downlink" 
with significantly enhanced multiple-access interference suppression capabilities 
over multipath channels. In Section 4.2, the antenna array system over space-
time fading channels is modelled. Small aperture arrays with half wavelength 
spacing are employed at both sides of the transmission link. In Section 4.3, two 
approaches for joint Tx-Rx beamforming are proposed under the MMSE criteria. 
The optimisation problem is first solved iteratively. Then a closed-form solution 
is derived based on the channel eigendecomposition. In Section 4.4 numerical sim-
ulations are presented. The proposed approaches are also supported by a number 
of illustrative examples showing a considerable performance improvement of the 
proposed algorithm relative to other Rx- and Tx-beamforming algorithms. The 
chapter is concluded in Section 4.5. 
4.2 Downlink Signal Modelling 
Let us consider an M user QPSK or BPSK DS-CDMA system with N transmit 
and N receive antennas. Fig. 2.10 shows a typical arrayed system for joint Tx-Rx 
beamforming. The ith user's data symbols ai[n], Vn E 2 are first spreaded with a 
unique spreading code [ai[p] E ±1,p = 0, ... 	— 1] of period No and are then 
pre-processed with a unity-norm beamforming weight vector Ti E C Ni1 before 
transmission. The baseband transmitted signal is given by 
Jvc-1 
m(t) = EPi2Ui > ai[n] 	ai [p]c(t — nT„ — pTc ) 	(4.1) 
i=1 	n=—oo 	p=0 
with 	nTc., pT, < t < nTe.s 	± 1)T c 
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where 
Pi = transmission power of the ith user 
Tcs = data symbol period 
T, = chip period 
c(t) = unit amplitude chip pulse-shaping waveform of duration Tc 
According to Fig. 2.10, the channel model is a composition of many single 
link VIVO channels shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that in this chapter, the slow fading 
channel is considered and the Doppler component is excluded from the model. 
Let us assume the transmitted signal arrives at the ith user via Ki multipaths. 
Consider that the kth path of the ith user has the direction-of-departure (DOD) 
(Bik ,cbik ) and the direction-of-arrival (DOA) (Oik, Oa). Please note that a bar (A 
or rt) represents a transmitter's parameter. The symbols #ik and yik denote 
respectively the complex fading coefficient and path delay due to the kth path of 
the ith user. Based on this model, the received baseband vector-signal of the ith 
MS (user) can be written explicitly as 
T 
xi (t) = E 	4 - rik) 	(t) 
k=1 
(4.2) 
where ni(t) is the complex white Gaussian noise vector of covariance matrix 01EN• 
The array manifold vector Sik is defined in Eqn. 2.1 and the transmitter manifold 
vector Sik 3(Bik , ik ) can also be defined in the same fashion. 
Figure 4.1: The Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) slow fading channel 
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The discretised baseband signal vector x[n] is formed by sampling x(t) with 
period Ts = Te which is then passed through a bank of N tapped-delay lines 
(TDL) . To model the discretised signal xi [n] at the output of the TDL, let us 
define the following Spatio-Temporal ARray (STAR) manifold matrix 
Tri.k 	P2N1V x-ICT = 	 j) E 	c (4.3) 
associated with the jth user's signal and arriving at the ith user via the eh path; 
/ik = irikpli is the discretised multipath delay and the matrix .11 (or ST) is 
defined as in Eqn. 3.6. 
	
By defining the vector a[n] = [al [n], 	,aM[n]]T which denotes the data sym- 
bols of all users, the discretised received vector-signal xi [n] at the ith user (point 
E in Fig. 2.10) can be modelled as 
a[n — 1] 
x [n] = [10rev'  Eli , xtl(E, TR) 	a[n] 	+ Ri[n] 	(4.4) 
=,Lni Ee2N.Afc x 3M 	 a[n + 1] 
where ni[n] represents the discretised noise vector. The matrix W contains all 
the users' Tx-beamforming vectors and is defined as follows 
ON 	• • • ON 
W = 	
ON  Q2  — E CmYrxm 	 (4.5) 
_ 0 --Ar 
The composite channel matrix 
= 
  
E C2NArcxM7  
contains the channel matrices of all users' signals that arrive at the ith user with 
El[id Vj = 1, . . . , M modelled as 
xi 
IFEJJ = vTD.i 	E C2NArc x7  
k=1 
Furthermore, the two matrices associated with the previous and next symbols 
11-11r and Hrilext , respectively, can be written as a function of 1E14 as follows: 
Hyrev = (EN (sT)Arc)ai 
airxt = (EN jAr, )11HI 
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4.3 Joint Tx-Rx Beamforming 
Joint Tx-Rx beamforming is characterised by the interaction of the optimisation 
at both transmitter and receiver sides. The interaction procedure can be realised 
by an iterative Tx-Rx optimisation approach in this chapter. It is assumed that 
both the transmitter and receiver have perfect knowledge of the channel, though 
subspace based blind methods can be applied at either the Tx and Rx to retrieve 
channel state information. With the channel and weight information available, 
the Rx-beamforming weight is first adapted according to the MMSE criterion. 
By denoting the receiver weight as wi , the MMSE receiver of the ith user (MS) 
can be constructed as 
-Wi = [kLrikLvi +00
„
12N/Vc] 
,H 2 
	1-- 	 (4.6) 
where Gi has been defined in Eqn. 4.4 and E k is a 3M x 1 column selection vector 
defined as 
0 
0 
1 	the kth element E C3Mx1  
0 
-1 
which selects the kth column of the matrix [GiGilf +412N.Ard Gi. The output 
signal of the ith user (MS) is given as 
[n] = wfizi [n] 
After the weight vector wi at the ith receiver (MS) side has been constructed, 
each user's Tx-beamforming vector 7T)i , Vi is optimised based on the minimisation 
of the MSE of all users. That is 
J = min {E8 {lai[n] — yi [n]12}} 	 (4.7) , 
with the constraint that 
Ilwill = 	=1,...,m 
Ck = 
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4.3.1 An Iterative Method Based On Lagrange Multipli-
ers 
To solve the above constrained optimisation problem, the method of Lagrange 
multipliers is employed so as to convert the constrained minimisation problem 
into an unconstrained minimisation problem. Therefore, the augmented uncon-
strained cost function is 
M 	 M 
J = min {E E ai [n] — 	[42} 4- 	 1) } 	(4.8) To A • Vi i=1 	 i=1 
It can be proved (see Appendix 4.6.1) that, for given receivers' weight vector w , 
the optimal transmitter associated with the ith user is given as follows 
wi = 	+ 	 (4.9) 
where 
H)prriCrevT — T —nextT 
T E C3MxITI  Gi = pa ®w 7 	2 
In Eqn. 4.10, the receivers' weight matrix W is defined as follows 
(4.10) 
_ 02N.Afc 	 Lv.m 
with wi, Vi = 	, M obtained using Eqn. 4.6. Furthermore, the matrix Hi = 
[]H ,: 	 represents the signal components of the ith T , , , 	E C2N Afcm 
user and received by all M users in the system. Given both the Tx- and Rx- 
beamforming vectors, it can be proved (see Appendix 4.6.1) that the Lagrange 
multiplier is given by 
Ai = wHIHIHwi — TafiGfiGi7u7i 	 (4.11) 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the Tx-beamformer and the Rx-
beamformer as well as the Lagrange multiplier are functions of each other, thus 
an iterative algorithm is suggested to obtain the solution. Thus, the proposed 
joint Tx-Rx optimisation can be accomplished via steps listed below 
1. Initialise transmitter weight vectors T. v Vi as Tv.t  = -=s- Vi; VN 
2. Calculate the MMSE Rx-beamforming vectors wi Vi using Eqn. 4.6; 
w_ 
w1 	1:12Nmc 
0 2 NArc w2 
" 02N.Afc 
   
E c2NgcMxM 
11  7 -1 1-  = E 	2 (E3m + ai Gi 
M 
(4.13) 
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3. Determine the corresponding Lagrange multiplier Ai Vi using Eqn. 4.11, 
given both the transmitter and receiver weight vectors; 
4. Using the receiver weight vector wi of step 2 and the Lagrange multiplier 
Ai obtained in Step 3, update the transmitter weight 703i via Eqn. 4.9; 
5. Normalise transmitter weight vectors Ti to have unity norm; 
6. Repeat Steps 2-5 until the convergence is reached. 
4.3.2 A Closed-Form Solution Based On Channel Eigen-
decomposition 
In this section, an approximate closed-form solution to the minimisation problem 
of Eqn. 4.7 is derived by performing the eigendecomposition of the channels. It 
can be proved that when users' spreading codes maintain good orthogonality, such 
as in a lightly or medium loaded CDMA system, the joint Tx-Rx beamforming 
can be obtained in one step. Simulation results also show that the iterative 
approach converges to the closed-form solution in such scenarios. 
From Eqn. 4.7, the MSE of all users can be derived as 
E E {lai [n] - wf-l& En112} 
i=1 
H CO- -0 ± = E 	2  ff2N.Ar.)m + 1 - 	,Lvif_m±i 
i=i 
H , W (4.12) 
i=1 
Note that Eqn. 4.12 is obtained by substituting xi [n] with Eqn. 4.4. Then 
substituting wi with Eqn. 4.6 and using the matrix inversion lemma', Eqn. 4.13 
can be obtained. Full details of the derivation of Eqn. 4.13 can be found in the 
appendix 4.6.2. Furthermore, if the columns of ET', Ifili and 11-1[11"t in Gi are 
orthogonal to each other2 , then o-,-2GiFiGi approximates a diagonal dominated 
1Matrix Inversion Lemma: (A + BCD)-1 = A-1  — A-113(DA-1B + C-1)-1DA-1. By 
substituting A = 113M, B = Gi , C = 0.121i2/vArc and D 	Eqn. 4.13 can be obtained. 
2The autocorrelation between paths with different delays is small due to small autocor-
relation property of the PN sequence. However, for a heavily loaded system, although the 
interfering signals are weak, the number of interfering signals is high, and the orthogonality 
between columns of the channel matrix is not well maintained. 
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matrix and the matrix inversion in Eqn. 4.13 can be simply realised by taking 
the reciprocal of the diagonal elements of (1I3m + o-T2GillGi). Bearing in mind 
that Em+i is the selecting operator, Eqn. 4.13 can be simplified as 
(1 + 	 (4.14) 
i=1 
where IIBi i = 	i ,i . Obviously, to minimise Eqn. 4.14 is equivalent to 
maximise wHllgi iwi, Vi = 1, . , M. Based on the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem (see 
Chapter 4 in [84]), the upper bound of wHllgi iwi is achieved if Tv-i is the principal 
eigenvector of 	i.e. 
wi = principal eigenvector of IIBj,i 	 (4.15) 
The procedure of implementing the closed-form solution is summarised below 
1. Construct channel matrix IEIIi,i using the channel state information; 
2. Form covariance matrix IIBj i = o-T2  1,1 
3. Obtain Trii as the principle eigenvector of Ri , i; 
4. Calculate the MMSE Rx-beamforming vectors for each user wiVi using Eqn. 
4.6. 
4.4 Numerical Studies 
In this section, the performance of the proposed joint Tx-Rx beamforming scheme 
is investigated through a number of numerical simulations. Consider that both 
the transmitter (or base station) and the receiver (or the mobile user) employ 
uniform linear arrays of half-wavelength spacing. The system is operating in the 
presence of M = 3 co-channel BPSK DS-CDMA users. Signals are transmitted to 
each user via 5 multipaths. The DOD and DOA of each multipath are uniformly 
distributed within [0,180°) and TOA of each path is randomly selected from a 
uniform distribution between [0, 30TH). The path fading coefficients are complex 
Gaussian random variables and the multipath power sum for each user has unit 
magnitude. Each user employs a unique Gold sequence of length N.  = 31 with 
rectangular chip pulse-shaping. The array is assumed to collect a block of 200 data 
symbols for processing at each time. The channel is assumed to be stationary 
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during each data block and the channel state information is available to both 
transmitter and receiver. 
Firstly, the MSE and output SNIR convergence curve of the proposed iterative 
method is studied for various SNR levels. The transmitter (BS) is equipped with 
an antenna array of 5 elements (N = 5) while the receivers (MS) are equipped 
with 3-element arrays (N = 3). The Tx-beamforming weights are initialised 
as Ti = 	, Vi. Fig. 4.2 shows that the channel eigendecomposition method 
(closed-form solution) serves very well as a lower bound for the iterative method 
for a 3-user system (i.e.M = 3, that is a lightly loaded system). Both methods 
achieve the equivalent MSE level, however, it takes the iterative method a number 
of iterations to converge. Thus, in this environment, the closed-form solution is 
more efficient than the iterative method. In a similar fashion to the MSE criterion, 
Fig. 4.3 shows the SNIRout as a function of the number of iterations indicating 
that the iterative method converges to the closed-form solution too. 
Next, the CDMA system is extended to scenarios where the number of users 
is very large. Three scenarios are considered, 
• M = 5 (lightly loaded system) 
• M = 15 (medium loaded system) 
• M = 31 (heavily loaded system) 
For these systems, the overall MSE criterion and output SNIR criterion of the 
system are plotted respectively in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. It is observed that, for 
systems with M = 5 and M = 15, the convergence of the iterative method to 
the closed-form solution is very well maintained. In these cases, the closed-form 
approach instead of the iterative method can be used at the transmitter. As the 
number of users in the system increases, the orthogonality of users' spreading 
sequences degrades. A mismatch occurs when M = 31. In this case, the iterative 
method still converges to the global minimum of the cost function while the 
closed-form approach results in an MSE level slightly higher than the iterative 
method. Thus, in fully loaded systems, the iterative method is slightly better than 
the closed-form solution. Without loss of generality, in the following discussion, 
a system of 3 users will be considered and only the performance of closed-form 
solution will be plotted and compared with other existing methods. 
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show respectively the BER and SNIR performance of 
the proposed channel eigendecomposition scheme as the number N of transmit 
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antennas increases while the number N of receive antennas is fixed. In particular, 
the two figures present the performance of the ith user (taken as the desired user) 
as a function of Eb/No . The near-far problem is considered by setting the signal to 
interference ratio equal to —10dB (i.e. SIR= —10dB). For the proposed method, 
the number of receive antennas is kept constant at N = 2 while the number of 
transmit antenna elements is N = 4 or 8. The performance of Tx-beamformers, 
namely MSNR and PSNIR criterions [44][47] (extended to the space-time channel 
model presented in this chapter) are also present in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. Note that 
these two methods are designed as follows 
arg max { SNR,  	 : MSNR 
ai w • = 7.1/1Hqi 1H[ i,i7vi arg max {PSNIlli 	  : PSNIR 
The transmit weight vector Ti that maximises SNRi of the 0' user (MS) is equal 
to the principal eigenvector of 	In the case of maximising PSNIR, iii 
is found to be the generalised eigenvector of 	 — lHIf IHIi,i  + a2117)) 
where Gi is defined in Eqn. 4.10. 
The STAR-2D-RAKE receiver (Eqn. 3.28) and STAR-MMSE receiver (Eqn. 
3.30) with N = 2 array elements employed at the MS are also evaluated and their 
performance is shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. From these figures, it is clear that for 
Tx-beamforming schemes, the PSNIR outperforms MSNR because of PSNIR's 
capability in suppressing co-channel interferences. For Rx-beamforming schemes, 
the MMSE receiver performs much better than the RAKE receiver. It can be seen 
that the BER and SNIR performances of the proposed method outperform all the 
other methods in the given scenario. Note that the transmit beamformer that 
forms part of the closed-form solution is actually an MSNR beamformer. Indeed, 
the performance enhancement and the capability of interference suppression seen 
by the closed-form solution is due to the employment of the MMSE beamformer 
at the receiver end. 
Next, let us consider the situation when the number of transmitter antenna 
elements N at the base station is kept constant while the number of receiver 
antenna elements N at the MS receiver increases. It can be seen from Figs. 
4.8 and 4.9 that the proposed joint optimisation method improves the BER and 
SNIR performance of the system. Note that the array set of (N, N) = (4, 4) has 
a comparable performance to the MMSE Rx-beamformer with an array set of 
(N, N) = (1, 6). However, as there is a size restriction at the mobiles, by using 
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Figure 4.6: BER performance of joint Tx-Rx beamforming, Tx-beamforming 
and Rx-beamforming as different number of transmitting antennas are employed 
(N = 1, 4, 8). 
Figure 4.7: Output SNIR, performance of joint Tx-Rx beamforming, Tx-
beamforming and Rx-beamforming as different number of transmitting antennas 
are employed (N = 1, 4, 8). 
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Figure 4.8: BER performance of joint Tx-Rx beamforming and Rx-beamforming 
as the number of receiver elements are chosen as N = 2, 4, 6. 
Tx-beamforming at the BS the number of receive antenna element at the MS can 
be reduced while a comparable performance can still be achieved. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the problem of joint Tx-Rx beamforming in a multipath fading 
environment is studied. It has been shown that by utilizing the array manifold 
concept, the channel can be properly structurised in both the space and time 
domain. The beamforming weights are jointly optimised over the whole network 
under the MMSE criteria. Both an iterative solution and a closed-form solu-
tion to the optimisation problem have been provided. Numerical simulations 
have shown the superior performance of the proposed method over many existing 
beamforming algorithms. 
4.6 Appendix 
4.6.1 Derivation of the Iterative Solution: 
By taking expectation w.r.t. a[n] and n[n] and by applying the Lagrange multi-
plier, the constraint cost function (Eqn. 4.7) can be reduced to an unconstraint 
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Figure 4.9: Output SNIR performance of joint Tx-Rx beamforming and Rx-
beamforming as the number of receiver elements are chosen as N = 2,4,6. 
function as 
bl 
= 	min 	{1 + E {n[n]Hwiwiin[n]l 	 (4.16) 
(
+tr 	U'V' H [ThiliPrevii 	
H , 
—tr(Tvnif i,iliw i) — tr(w i 
 
- IFI[i)reV 
next i,  
— 1)1} 
ext H ]g3 wiwiH) 
 
 
Based on Eqn. 4.16, the weight vectors Tvi Vi = 1, 	, Al are optimised 
individually by taking the partial derivative of J w.r.t. wiVi. The gradient is 
readily obtained as 
DJ 
= 2 Gi tTi + 2AiTi — 2 
where Gi is defined as in Eqn. 4.10. 
Letting the gradient equal to zero, i.e. 
OJ 	
G iw i + 	— 	= 0 	 (4.17) 
the solution to the above equation is easily given by 
+ ETA) 1 = 
(4.21) 
Further substituting the receiver weight vector wi using Eqn. 4.6, Eqn. 4.21 can 
be derived as 
J = 	min 	E [w!/(GiGiH + cri2LNivc)wi — wriiii,iwi — E,,,...,,E,, — J=1 	
i + i] } { m 
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The transmit weight raji is then 
1177jill = 1. The Lagrange Multiplier 
=1 
4.6.2 	Derivation of the Closed
Based on Eqn. 4.7, the MSE of all users 
min 	£ {kiln] 
normalised 
X, can then 
can be 
—1] 
a[n] 
+ 1] 
-Form 
72-I i[n]l 2}} 
in order to satisfy the constraint 
be derived from Eqn. 4.17 as 
(4.18) 
Solution: 
derived as 
(4.19) 
- efai[n]e[n]y_li l 
+ ni[n] 	 (4.20) 
Ki ,•••,ium i=1 
{ min 	E [1 _ E{wii&[n]ai [n]} 
i=i 
+6.  {EL I 	[n]g'  
From Eqn. 4.4, it is known that 
= Gi  
By substituting xi [n] in Eqn. 4.19 with Eqn. 4.20, it can be seen that 
J = min E [Tu. J Cgiglii+01E2NA) 	_J J=, 
	
--will. 	(GiG,H. +alE2NArc )-1 i,iWi 
-1 
(UiGill+0111 2N.Af.) 	+ 11 } 
min 	E [i 	(uirgiii+4E2NArcyl 
J=1 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Especially, when users' spreading codes maintain good orthogonality, such 
as in a lightly or medium loaded system, the joint transmitter-receiver can be 
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obtained in one step. Bearing in mind that E k is the selection operator, Eqn. 4.23 
can also be expressed as 
E [ 	
1 
-v min 	 (GiGll+ollI2NATc ) Gi f_m+i i=1 
11 • • • 1 ) M 
min 	Ecimi±i 	— Gi GiGi +o- i lI2NAre) Gi e ] m+i (4.24) 
-1 —H —H 2 
i=1 
Using the Matrix Inversion Lemma (A + BCD)-1 = 	— A-1B(DA'B + 
C-1 )-1  D A-1  and by defining 
 
A = 1[3m 
B = Glii  
C = Qi 2 E2Niv 
D = Ur i  
 
  
  
The objective function can then be rewritten as 
J = min 	—H 	
H— —1  ) 
( I[ 3M 6T - Lvi kLvi 	fm+i 
i=1 
(4.25) 
Since columns of Hr, Hi and Eililext in Gill are orthogonal to each other, Cri2GillGi 
thus approximates a diagonal matrix and the matrix inversion in Eqn. 4.25 can 
be simply realised by taking the reciprocal of the diagonal elements of (I[3m + 
tix ) and Eqn. 4.25 can be simplified as 
E(1 +y,t/0„7 2 
i=1 
 
(4.26) 
  
Obviously, to minimise Eqn. 4.26 is equivalent to maximise 74/111i,iTviVi = 1, . , M 
where Ri,i is defined in the equation. Based on the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem (see 
Chapter 4 in [84]), the upper bound of TurRi, i7u-ii is achieved if Tvi is the principle 
eigenvector of 1184,i. 
= 
Chapter 5 
Arrayed OFDM-CDMA System 
Among many modulation technologies, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) has been widely implemented in high speed digital communi-
cations due to the recent advances of digital signal processing (DSP) and very 
large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit technologies. In this Chapter, the transceiver 
design in an uplink OFDM-CDMA system operating in a frequency-selective en-
vironment and using an antenna array at the receiver's front-end will be studied. 
The OFDM-CDMA modulation scheme is an effective approach in combating 
frequency selective fading thus increasing the system capacity. A blind near-far 
resistant channel estimator is first devised which provides the path angle, delay 
and fading coefficient estimation. With the estimator integrated at the front-
end, both post-FFT type and pre-FFT type space-time receivers have been pro-
posed for interference cancellation. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is 
demonstrated even in the presence of strong interferences by computer simulation 
studies. 
105 
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5.1 Introduction 
The ever-increasing demand for high data rates in wireless networks requires the 
efficient utilisation of the limited bandwidth available, while supporting a high 
grade of mobility in diverse propagation environments. Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) techniques [85] are capable of satisfying these 
requirements, since they are capable of coping with highly time-variant wire-
less channel characteristics. OFDM technique dates back to 1970s and its idea 
was to use parallel data and frequency division multiplexing with overlapping 
subchannels to combat multipath distortion as well as to fully use the available 
bandwidth. 
Recently, the combination of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) with Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has been of significant 
interest as a means to take such advantages as bandwidth efficiency, fading re-
silience, and interference suppression capability which are crucial in future broad-
band data transmission. Three types of OFDM-CDMA schemes have been pro-
posed which are multicarrier (MC-) CDMA, multicarrier DS-CDMA and multi-
tone (MT-) CDMA [86] [87] [88]. As an OFDM based system, the symbol duration 
is increased on the parallel subchannels, thus reducing or eliminating the inter-
symbol interference (ISI) caused by the multipath environments. In addition, the 
signals can be easily transmitted and received using the Fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) device without increasing the transmitter and receiver complexities. On 
the other hand, as a CDMA based system, the use of orthogonal spreading codes 
enables the multiple access capability of the system by maintaining orthogonality 
among different users' transmissions. Unlike the pure DS-CDMA systems, the 
OFDM-CDMA transmitter spreads the original data stream over frequency do-
main which also provide optimal frequency diversity in a time-varying multipath 
channel. 
In practical OFDM systems operating over a dispersive channel, a cyclic pre-
fix (CP) longer than the anticipated multipath channel spread is usually inserted 
in the transmitted sequence. It is well known that this converts the linear (time-
domain) convolution between the channel and the input into cyclic convolution 
or equivalently a (complex) multiplicative factor on each sub channel in the fre-
quency domain. This naturally facilitates computationally simple frequency do-
main channel estimation by inserting a training sequence to estimate the factor on 
each subchannel [89] [90] [91]. However, systems using training sequences incur a 
price: significant loss of channel utilization that may be the overriding constraint 
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for future high-speed services. Additionally, due to the time-varying nature of 
the channel in some wireless applications (i.e., those that seek to provide mobil-
ity support), the training sequence needs to be transmitted periodically, causing 
further loss of channel throughput. 
The above concerns naturally lead to the design of blind and semi-blind chan-
nel estimation methods that avoid the need for training sequences. The capacity 
and the achievable integrity of communication systems is highly dependent on 
the system's knowledge concerning the channel conditions encountered. Thus, 
the provision of an accurate and robust channel estimation strategy is a crucial 
factor in achieving a high performance. Some approaches exploit the inherent 
cyclostationary structure of an OFDM symbol induced by the Cyclic Prefix (CP) 
[92][93]. Other than the CP, the spreading sequence in an OFDM-CDMA system 
is another resource that can be exploited for purposes of channel estimation. The 
equivalence between OFDM-CDMA and DS-CDMA with respect of spreading 
code design enables the implementation of MC-CDMA signals with an OFDM 
spectrum as equivalent DS-CDMA systems [61] [26] [94] [95]. The MC-CDMA sys-
tem can be interpreted as an equivalently DS-CDMA system which employs a 
transformed version (inverse Fourier Transform) of the user's specific PN-code. 
Blind channel estimation and detection algorithms that have been derived for 
DS-CDMA system can be adapted to MC-CDMA system. Since conventional 
DS-CDMA receivers are developed to cope with ISI in the detection process, the 
MC-CDMA mobile radio system exploiting an equivalent DS-CDMA receiver does 
not necessarily require the absence of ISI and, hence, of interchannel interference 
(ICI) in the detection process. Thus, the loss in bandwidth efficiency due to the 
guard interval can be avoided when accepting the higher receiver complexity [88]. 
Combining antenna array techniques with OFDM-CDMA transmission is un-
doubtedly advantageous in further increasing the system capacity without al-
locating additional frequency spectrum. The employment of antenna arrays is 
always beneficial in terms of mitigating the effects of MAI, since with the aid 
of beam-steering, it becomes possible to focus the receiver antenna beam on the 
served user while attenuating the co-channel interferers [96]. This is of particu-
larly high importance in OFDM-CDMA, which exhibits a high sensitivity against 
co-channel interference. 
In this chapter, an uplink arrayed OFDM-CDMA system will be studied. An 
equivalent DS-CDMA interpretation for the OFDM-CDMA system will be de-
rived over frequency-selective fading channels in multiuser scenario. The Circular 
Spatial-Temporal ARray (C-STAR) manifold vector will be derived and incorpo- 
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rated into the model which results in a more accurate description of the channel, 
leading to the design of more powerful receivers. Using the antenna array, the 
blind subspace based superresolution estimation algorithm based on the C-STAR 
manifold vector will be proposed which fully exploits the space-time properties 
of the channel and jointly estimates the directions and delays of the multipaths. 
Once the channel estimates have been correctly obtained at the receiver, two 
types of blind space-time receivers, the post-FFT and pre-FFT receiver are pro-
posed. For the post-FFT receiver, the DFT devices are used at the front-end of 
the receiver for channel diagonalisation. An MMSE receiver derived based on the 
DFT transformed signature of the channel is then used to further remove MAI 
components from the signal. The pre-FFT receiver is an integrated receiver which 
doesn't require the DFT transformation but can completely suppress ISI and MAI 
interferences and is optimal with respect to the MMSE criteria. The effectiveness 
of the proposed approach, even in the presence of strong interferences, will be 
demonstrated by computer simulation studies. The MMSE multiuser detector 
and the 2D RAKE receiver are also employed for the performance analysis. 
5.2 OFDM-CDMA Signal Modelling 
The block diagram of an M user OFDM-CDMA array system is shown in Fig. 
2.11. Among various OFDM-CDMA schemes, the MC-CDMA technique is chosen 
to be employed at the transmitter. However, the adaptation of other OFDM-
CDMA techniques is straightforward. 
Unlike the DS-CDMA modulation, the user's data symbols are first replicated 
into Arsc  parallel streams, each stream is multiplied with one chip of the assigned 
spreading code and then modulated onto a subcarrier. The continuous baseband 
OFDM-CDMA transmitting signals of the ith user during the nth data symbol 
period is given by 
mi (t) = [n] 
k=0 
	i [k]exp(j277-78-t) t E [nTcs, (n 1)Tc.] 	(5.1) 
where ai [n] = ±1, Vn E Z is the ith user's BPSK symbol with symbol duration 
Tc,, {ai [k] E {-1,+1}, k = 0,1, . ,Arc — 1} corresponding to the kth chip of the 
ith user's spreading code sequence ai = [ai [0], ai [1], 	, aim - 1]] of period Arc. 
In this chapter, it is assumed that the number of subcarriers and the spreading 
gain are the same (i.e. Aic = Nsc)• 
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By sampling the modulated signal with a sampling rate of 1/Ts = Nsc/Tc. 
during an OFDM symbol interval T„, the discretised transmitted signal at instant 
t = (n g N„)T„ (see point A in Fig. 5.1) can be formed as 
Ne,c -1 
mi ((n + Tr—)T„) = [n] E ai[k]exp(j27 	 g (nk + 	)) 	(5.2) 
k=0 	 I v sc 
Let's define mi [n, g] 	((n + g I N„)T„), Eqn. 5.2 can be written in a more 
compact form as 
mi[n, 	= 	[n] E ai[k]exp(j2r 
9C 
Nac-1 
k=0 
	 1  V .
kg ) 
	
(5.3) 
for g = 0,1, . , N — 1 
Notice that Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) is actually performed in 
Eqn. 5.3. The structure of the MC-CDMA modulator of the ith user using the 
IDFT operator is shown in Fig. 5.1. By denoting 
mi [n] = [mi [n , 0] , mi [n , 1] , . . . ,mi [n, N„ — 1.]1T  
Eqn. 5.3 can be further simplified as 
mi [n] = ai [n]Fgi 	 (5.4) 
where F is the IDFT matrix defined as follows 
F [po, p2 p(N8c-1)] 	 (5.5) 
p = [1, pl , p2 , 	 p (IV 8c -1)]T 
27r p = exp ( j —„ ) 	 (5.6) 
sc 
It is interesting to notice that an OFDM-CDMA signal which is spread in 
the frequency domain with a spreading sequence ai as shown in Eqn. 5.4 can 
also be interpreted as being spread in the time domain with the transformed 
spreading sequence Fai. The channel estimation and reception techniques that 
are traditionally used in DS-CDMA systems can be also applied to OFDM-CDMA 
systems. 
In practical OFDM systems operating over a dispersive channel, a cyclic prefix 
(CP) longer than the anticipated multipath channel spread is usually inserted in 
and 
with 
m[nN —1] 
,[0] 
Frequency 
a,[1] a,[N,- 1] a,[0] 	71, 
	
n1; [ n, N5  — Lcp ] 	 
m ,[n, N — Lcr  + 1] 	 
m [n, N.5 , 1] 
a. [n] rn,[n,l] 
Tcs 
OFDM-CDMA Modulator 
0 
	
0 t 
,[n] 
► LPF 
exp( j27cF, t) 
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the OFDM-CDMA transmitter 
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the transmitted sequence to combat the hostile ISI. If Lc), chips have been inserted 
in front of each OFDM symbol, by denoting Tcp = LcpT,, the symbol duration 
T„ has now absorbed the CP duration and a complete OFDM symbol at point 
B in Fig. 5.1 is in the form of 
7-ti [n] = Erni [n, N„ — Lc,], 	, mi [n, N,c — 	I_T.Ii[n]T iT 	(5.7) 
After CP insertion and Parallel-to-Serial (PS) conversion, an OFDM-CDMA 
signal suitable for transmission is obtained by first low pass filtering to generate 
the baseband continuous signal and then upconverting to the carrier frequency 
Fc. Suppose the transmitted signal is narrowband limited and an antenna array 
of N elements is employed at the receiver, the signal from the ith user arrives at 
the receiver via Ki multipaths. Based on the structure/modelling of the SIVO 
channel as shown in Fig. 2.4, by denoting ihi (t) as the baseband continuous signal 
generated by low pass filtering 712, [n] (point C, Fig. 5.1), the received continuous 
signal after downconversion is given as 
M 
x(t) = E 
, 
(t - rik) + E(t) 	 (5.8) 
i=1 k=1 
Note that ‘3ik has absorbed both the path fading coefficient and a complex factor 
exp(-27F,Tik); the Doppler frequency shift is not considered. In addition, n(t) 
represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of power a2. 
Taking the multipath delay spread to lie within the range [0, Tom ), the output of 
each array element is sampled at a period of Ts = T, and passed through a Tapped 
Delay Line (TDL) of length L = N8  to form the discretised baseband signal. 
After CP is discarded, the received discretised signal has a circulant structure as 
shown in Fig. 5.2 and is free of interferences from the adjacent OFDM symbols'. 
However, each OFDM symbol still contains chip level interferences from its own 
circulated copies. 
To model such interferences, let's first introduce the following Circulant Spatial-
Temporal ARray (C-STAR) manifold vector 
f)ik = 	(4kFai) 	 (5.9) 
1In an uplink MC-CDMA system, the guard interval (CP) used for ISI prevention can also 
be used to contain small synchronisation offsets (less than the CP interval) between users. In 
this quasi-synchronous case, the signals from different users can be processed on a symbol-
by-symbol basis, without interference from adjacent symbols. However, this does not apply 
to a fully asynchronous scenario. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the system is 
perfectly synchronised in this chapter. 
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Figure 5.2: The circulant structure of received symbols and the intersymbol interferences (after CP removal). 
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where iik = rrik/T81 is the discretised multipath delay of the ith user's kth path 
and the matrix lJ is the circulating operator matrix given as 
0 0 ... 0 1 
1 0 ... 0 0 
0 1 ... 0 0 
11N5 —1 _Q_Nse-1 
0 0 ... 1 0 
The cyclic nature of Eqn. 5.9 is due to the fact that the insertion of CP 
converts the linear (time-domain) convolution between the channel and the in-
put into cyclic convolution (see Fig. 5.2). By taking into account the chip level 
interference within current symbols as well as the MAI constituents, the discre-
tised representation of the received signal vector x[n] can hence be expressed in 
a compact matrix form as 
x[n] = E IHlifijai[n] + n[n] 	 (5.11) 
i=i 
where 3i = 13 L, 	3 i2, • • • ,Oaci i T and n[n] is the sampled noise vector. The matrix 
has columns the C-STAR manifold vectors and is given as 
[h h 	h ] E _NN 9c xK  ~lli 	241' ' (5.12) 
= 
: 	• . • • 	• 
T o rac_, 	1 	I (5.10) 
n[n] E C NNscx1 
Eqn. 5.11 can be further simplified as 
1Kl a1 
[n] 
1[n] =11-11 11; 	..1= K2 
a2 [n] 
1Km am [n] 
where IHI is the composite channel matrix given as 
= 	Hm} E CNINIscxK 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
with K = 	and I.t = diagL3f,fi2,...,0j)TmiT\ which contains fading coef- 
ficients of all the users on its diagonal line. 
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5.3 Angle, Delay and Path Fading Coefficient 
Estimation 
5.3.1 Angle and Delay Estimation 
As can be seen in Eqn. 5.11, the C-STAR manifold vectors associated with the 
Ki paths of the VI user are linearly combined by the fading coefficient vector Q. _z 
 HO.z), and this will make these paths indistinguishable in their contribution 
to the signal subspace. This "coherence problem" makes the estimation of the 
spatio-temporal channel parameters (i.e. delays and directions) using subspace-
based superresolution techniques fail. To overcome this problem, take user i as 
the user to be estimated and define matrix C1 
C1 = Pf leFai , 	, 	Jci+11Fai , 	, 
which is a composite matrix containing the circularly shifted vector Fai with the 
exclusion of the /th column (i.e. IfiFai). By defining the preprocessor matrix Pi' 
as 
	
P1 = EN ® (EN,. CI(CrCi)-iCr) 
	
(5.15) 
and by applying the preprocessor IP to the received signal x[n], i.e. 
[n] 	 (5.16) 
There will be no contributions to the preprocessed signal other than the path 
with delay equal to 1. This is because paths that arrives with different delays will 
lie in the null space of the preprocessor matrix producing 
= 0, Vk = 1, 	, Ki if 1ik 	1 
Let's denote 1181 as the covariance matrix of the output signal of the preprocessor, 
i.e. 
= E{PiL4n,11[n]i/PiLl 
It is clear that after the preprocessor (transformation), only the multipath with 
delay 1 belongs to the transformed array manifold curve defined as follows 
M= {PiL (8(8) (J1F2i))  E CNIvsc xl ,e0 E Q0,1 E Qi} 	(5.17) 
where 
{S20,521} = parameter spaces of B and 1 
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This curve is the transformed manifold curve of the ith user with delay / and 
any other multipaths of the same user or interfering users are described by differ-
ent manifold curves. The intersection of the manifold M with the "overall signal 
subspace" lies in the overall signal subspace and is orthogonal to the noise sub-
space. Therefore, this intersection can be found from the following minimisation 
problem 
(9i , Li ) = arg min (19, 1) 
with 
(f), 1) = 	(.5'(19) 0 (.111F2i))] H IE,, ilEn [PiL (8(0) ® (J I,FLtd)] 	(5.18) 
In Eqn. 5.18, IE„,/ corresponds to the noise subspace ..C[IE„,/] spanned by noise 
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix I[8/. The intersection will only provide the 
desired user's parameters which are the directions and delays of its paths. 
As the signal subspace and the noise subspace are orthogonal to each other, the 
cost function (61, 1) would be expected to be approximately zero for parameters 
at which desired paths do exist and non-zero where paths do not exist. Thus 
a number of peak searches of the spectrums obtained by the evaluation of Eqn. 
5.18 will provide the set of directions and delays as 
{(0ii , li1); (Oiz, ii2); • • • ; 	iiKi)} E CKix2 
Based on the parameter set Ei, the channel matrix of the ith user can be con-
structed as 
= _iv 	 c cNNsc xKi 
	
(5.19) 
with hik defined in Eqn. 5.9. Therefore, the composite channel matrix II-I[ can 
be constructed according to Eqn. 5.14 based on the channel estimates of all the 
users. 
5.3.2 Estimation of Complex Fading Coefficients 
The estimation of complex fading coefficients is a research problem by itself and 
an assumption may be made that fading coefficients are known (i.e. have been 
estimated). However, here a simple approach will be used for their estimation in 
the case of high SNR. Indeed, the estimated multipath delays and angles can now 
be used to further estimate the complex channel fading coefficients. Substituting 
the channel matrix in Eqn. 5.13 with the estimated channel matrix IN and by 
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denoting I 
 
I and L the element by element modulus and phase angle of the p. 
 
fading coefficients respectively2 , Eqn. 5.13 can be rewritten as 
l[n] = HI Iexp(jL  
lK,al[n] 
1K2 a2 [n] 
_ 1KM am [n] 
Li[n] 	 (5.20) 
   
Based on Eqn. 5.20, by using the properties of the second order statistics of 
the received signal, the modulus matrix I I:I thus can be estimated as 
Op GEL — 0-F,ENN.c) ofEir 	 (5.21) 
Multiplying matrix (HI I:1)f on both sides of Eqn. 5.20, it is easy to obtain 
1Klal[n] 
1K2 [n]exp(jZI..) = (HI 	l[n] 	 (5.22) 
• 
1Km am [Th] 
Note that the noise term is ignored in Eqn. 5.22 thus the method is used in the 
environment of low noise level. Performing Hadamard-product operation on the 
5.22 and owing to the fact that ai[n] = *1 Vi = 1, 	, M, that is, ai[n]ai[n] = 1 
Vi = 1, , M, the phase angle matrixL IL is thus given by 
Zdiag 	Dtl[n] 0 (Hill' Dt [n])  = 
2 
(5.23) 
Having identified both the modulus and the phase angles of the ambiguous corn-
plex fading coefficients, the overall fading coefficients m can be found as 
Itle paL 	 (5.24) 
Inspection of the solution shows that the phase angle returned by the numerator 
of Eqn. 5.23 is limited within the range [-7,71-]. This will result in a phase 
ambiguity of 7 in LI:. The ambiguity issue, however, can be resolved by using 
the differential encoder/decoder in the transceiver. 
A final note is that the channel estimator proposed in this section operates 
in a similar fashion to the DS-CDMA estimator at the front-end of the receiver 
prior to DFT transformation. However, in the OFDM case, the channel ISI has 
been eliminated with the help of the cyclic prefix. 
C. is a diagonal matrix. 
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5.4 Blind Reception for Interference Suppres-
sion 
For an OFDM system, signal processing can be applied to either post-FFT (i.e. 
signal processing is carried out after the DFT transformation at each antenna 
element) [97] [98] or pre-FFT (i.e. the DFT transformation is integrated into 
the receiver weights) [99] [100] at the receiver. The post-FFT array processing is 
widely believed to transform the multipath channel into the flat channel using 
the FFT properties (i.e. the diagonalisation on cyclic channel structure), whereas 
the pre-FFT array processing has lower complexity as the DFT transformation, 
the interference cancellation and demodulation are integrated into the receiver 
weights. In this section, a post-FFT approach is first derived and followed by the 
development of a pre-FFT type receiver. 
5.4.1 Post-FFT Signal Reception 
In this section, a blind post-FFT receiver will be proposed where the received 
signals will be first transformed by using DFT operator and multiuser detection 
is performed at the DFT output. The block diagram of the receiver is shown in 
Fig. 5.3. 
The channel parameters obtained using the channel estimator proposed in 
Section 5.3 will be used to construct the receiver weight matrix. Given Eqn. 
5.11, the frequency domain signals at the DFT output (point B) is written as 
z[n] = (EN 0 F-1)1J71,1 	 (5.25) 
By substituting x[n] with Eqn. 5.13, the vector-signal z[n] can be rewritten as 
   
- [n] 
1K2 a2[n] 
- 1.K, am [n] 
 
z[n] = (IN 01F-1) 
  
(5.26) 
 
I 111r, 
  
     
     
Bearing in mind that IE has its column components, the C-STAR manifold vector, 
i.e. f)ik = 1, 	M, k = 1, . . . , Ki , the inverse Fourier transform of the C-STAR 
manifold vector is given as 
(I[N F-1)bik = Sik 	(F-1Slik Fc/i) 	 (5.27) 
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Due to the cyclic structure of JJ4k (Eqn. 5.10), the following property of DFT/IDFT 
is used 
1 	0 
	
0 
F-1,1J i
ikF = 0 exp (—j27t1) 
0 
0 	 0 	exp (—j27r-il\rt (Ns, — 1)) 
indicating that by pre-multiplying matrix P ik with F-1  and post-multiplying with 
F, the matrix Pik is diagonalised. Using this property, the transformed C-STAR 
manifold vector is derived as 
  
1 
exp (—j27r-k-c-1) 
(IN 	F-1 )1)ik = S ik gi 
   
exp (—j27rk (N„ — 1)) 
Sik ® (ai 0 P-lik ) 
where p is defined in Eqn. 5.6. By defining 
(5.28) 
hik = S ik 0 ( a, 0 P-1") 
	
(5.29) 
and 
G = ['My H201 , • • • ,Rmi3mi 
with 
Ri == [11 a,11i2—,11aci] 
the post-FFT MMSE receiver is obtained as 
QMMSE = toll {G(GHG + a2EK) (5.30) 
As compared to the C-STAR manifold vector formed in Eqn. 5.9, the DFT 
operator has transformed the chip-level circular shift of an OFDM symbol (after 
CP removal) into a multiplicative phase shift corresponding to the path delay. 
The MMSE weight vector uNmsE is then applied to further suppress the channel 
MAIs based on the transformed C-STAR manifold vector in Eqn. 5.29. The 
output of the receiver at point C is found to be 
Y[n] = LigmsEZ.ini (5.31) 
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which is then diversity combined and passed through the decision device to obtain 
the recovered data symbols, i.e. 
a, [n] = sign(y[n]) 
5.4.2 Pre-FFT Signal Reception 
The data flow diagram of a pre-FFT receiver is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the 
DFT operation at the receiver can be viewed as being integrated into the weight 
construction block that is directly applied on to the received signals. Such a sub-
space receiver is a multiuser receiver based on the subspace projection technique 
in order to suppress the channel ISI and MAI, and hence near-far resistant. It is 
derived based on the estimation of the composite channel of all users to construct 
the subspace of the interference signal components, that is 
Hint{ = PHE2 ) 1E37 • • • , E[M] 
	
(5.32) 
defined as the composite channel matrix IHI with the exclusion of the desired 
user's multipaths 1E1- Apparently, the columns of matrix Hintf  spans the same 
subspace as that of the interferences occupied by the ISI and MAI. The receiver 
weight matrix thus is developed as 
&subspace = Ph,„„IffiggrIPhintrilii)-1P1 	 (5.33) 
where P-Ant, 	II-11-11intf(Hilintf1Hlintf)-illIiiintf is the complementary projection operator 
of matrix Hintf. This method requires the knowledge of all the users' spreading 
code sequences and the estimation of all the users' channel vectors which is most 
appropriate for the uplink transmission. 
From Eqn. 5.11, it is known that the received signal at point A contains three 
components, namely the desired signals, MAIs and noise, i.e. 
M 
x[n] = IHE1/31 ai[n] + E HiPiai[n] + n[n] 
i=2 	 s"Ne-"' 
Desired Signal 	 Noise 
MAI 
By applying the subspace weight matrix onto the received signal and using the 
complementary projection operator Paint, nulls the MAI component, the output 
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the subspace based pre-DFT channel equalizer 
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of the receiver at point B is found to be 
„ H 
ubspacellni 
= 	pfil (Itillhint,11[1 )-1ICIP il int,E11113ial[n] + it-s)HubspaceLl[n] 
_ 
— 1)211
2 
al [n] + eubspacen[n] 
Thus, the recovered data symbols after the decision device (at point C) is obtained 
as 
[n] = sign(y [n] ) 	 (5.34) 
5.5 Simulation Studies 
Computer simulations are presented in this section to highlight the key bene-
fits of introducing antenna-array technology in typical OFDM-CDMA systems. 
The array used in the simulations is a 5 element uniform linear array with half 
wavelength element spacing. For all the results presented in this section, Gold 
codes have been used for PN-sequences and BPSK modulation has been used 
throughout. Consider an OFDM-CDMA system in the presence of M = 3 co-
channel users, the first user is assumed to be the desired user with SNR = 20dB 
and the power of the interferers is considered to be 20dB higher than the desired 
user (Near-Far problem). Each user is assigned a unique Gold sequence of length 
A r = 15, 31 or 63 with rectangular chip pulse-shaping. The transmission band-
width is fixed at 800KHz with a carrier frequency of Fc = 2GHz. The array is 
assumed to collect a frame of 200 OFDM symbols each time for processing. 
All 3 users are assumed to have 5 multipaths each with their parameters as 
listed in Table 5.1 and User 1 is considered to be the desired user. It is seen from 
Fig. 5.5(a) and (b) that all the 5 multipaths associated with the desired user, can 
be identified/estimated successfully using the proposed algorithm. Notice that 
the algorithm can still operate even when the desired user's paths are co-located 
in either space or time domain3 . 
The estimation of complex multipath fading coefficients is performed when 
the space-time channel parameters are available. Both the accurate and the 
estimated fading coefficients of the desired user are listed in Table 5.2. It can 
be seen clearly that our algorithm can successfully estimate both the modulus 
3For the co-delay case, spatial smoothing is performed by partitioning the array into 2 
overlapping 4-element subarrays. 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Surface plot and (b) Contour plot of the space-time estimation of 
all the desired user's multipath. 
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User 1 with al User 2 with a2 User 3 with a3 
Path Oik likTc 02k 1201 03k 13kTc 
k = 1 70° 18TH 67° 28T0 29° 7T, 
k = 2 70° 2571 89° 571 71° 25T, 
k = 3 130° 18Tc 74° 22T, 66° 20TH 
k = 4 90° 3T, 118° 1171c 79° 29T, 
k = 5 100° 12TH 134° 16T, 103° 1071 
Table 5.1: User's parameters 
and the phase angles of channel fadings and at SNR= 20dB, the estimation error 
measured in RMSE is as low as 5.952 x 10-4. 
Parameters (31k 131k RMSE 
Path k = 1 0.1721 + 0.4128j 0.1723 + 0.4129j 
5.952 x 10' 
Path k = 2 0.2360 - 0.3799j 0.2358 - 0.3797j 
Path k = 3 0.2779 - 0.3504j 0.2778 - 0.3505j 
Path k = 4 0.1802 + 0.4093j 0.1804 + 0.4092j 
Path k = 5 0.4464 + 0.0277j 0.4465 + 0.0277j 
Table 5.2: Complex fading coefficients estimation of the desired user 
Having estimated all the channel parameters, Fig. 5.6 depicts the performance 
of the proposed receivers as compared with the STAR MMSE detector and STAR 
RAKE receiver formed in Eqn. 3.30 and Eqn. 3.28 respectively. It can be seen 
that the pre-FFT subspace receiver has a performance as good as the STAR 
MMSE receiver. Note that the STAR MMSE receiver is also a pre-FFT type 
which performs multiuser signal detection jointly in space and time domain. The 
STAR RAKE receiver performs badly because it is a single user receiver and 
is incapable of resisting the "near-far" problem. The post-FFT receiver shows 
a performance degradation especially in low SNR range. This is because the 
normalization factor multiplying the DFT and IDFT is chosen as 1 and Nay  in the 
simulations. In that case, the noise at the receiver input is AWGN with zero mean 
and variance cr2 . The noise after FFT is still AWGN but has variance fiCcol,. 
However, the difference in the low SNR area can be mitigated by choosing a 
normalization offor both the DFT and IDFT. This would make DFT become 
• .9 C 
a unitary transformation. 
Now, let's consider the performance of the systems with varied number of 
subcarriers. The proposed post-FFT and pre-FFT receiver are used to generate 
the plot. Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 compare respectively the output SNIR and BER 
performance of the system when the number of subcarriers is Nsc = 15, 31 and 
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Figure 5.6: Output SNIR performance versus input SNR with the employment of 
(i) post-FFT receiver, (ii) pre-FFT receiver and (iii) STAR MMSE receiver and 
(iv) STAR RAKE receiver respectively. 
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Figure 5.7: Output SNIR performance versus input SNR as the number of sub-
carriers increases. 
63 respectively. Note that the total signalling bandwidth has been kept equal for 
a fair comparison. Clearly, the performance increases significantly as the number 
of subcarriers increases. The pre-FFT receiver again has a better performance 
over the post-FFT receiver due to the noise being completely suppressed. 
Next, the performance of the proposed receivers are evaluated by varying 
the number of antenna elements at the receiver array. Fig. 5.9 and 5.10 show 
respectively the SNIR and BER performance of the system when the number of 
receiver antenna elements increases from N = 1 (single antenna employment) to 
N = 7. It clearly shows the performance improvement as the number of antenna 
elements increases. 
5.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, an arrayed OFDM-CDMA system focusing on the uplink chan-
nels for mobile communications has been carefully designed. A blind channel 
estimator has been developed followed by the proposal of a pre-FFT and a post-
FFT type multiuser linear receiver based on the C-STAR array manifold vector. 
Superior to the OFDM-CDMA system with a single antenna at base station, 
the combination of antenna array techniques with OFDM-CDMA transmission is 
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Figure 5.8: BER performance versus input SNR as the number of subcarriers 
increases. 
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Figure 5.9: Output SNIR performance versus input SNR as the number of an-
tenna elements increases. 
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Figure 5.10: BER performance versus input SNR as the number of antenna ele-
ments increases. 
undoubtedly advantageous in suppressing channel ISI and MAI. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Further Work 
In this thesis, the issue of transceiver design over space-time fading channels has 
been addressed. In brief, the overall objectives of the research are as following 
• To improve spectrum efficiency by blindly estimating channel state infor-
mation and to provide superresolution and accuracy capability 
• To enhance link quality by exploiting the diverse multipath contributions 
inherently present in space and time domains 
• To increase system capacity by optimal beamforming towards the desired 
direction while providing complete interference cancellation in a multiuser 
system 
To achieve the above objectives, three types of space-time transceiver systems 
are developed and studied. The Spatial-Temporal ARray (STAR) architecture 
lays the basic framework for the works proposed in the study. A summary of 
the technical work contained in previous chapters now follows, as well as some 
suggestions for areas of continuing research. 
6.1 Thesis Summary 
The physical layer design of the wireless network directly determines the chan-
nel structures between which the signals are transmitted and received. The 
Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) channel model is used when antenna array 
is equipped at the base station while single antenna is employed at the mobile 
station. The Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel can be applied to sce-
narios where antenna arrays are used at both the transmitter and receiver. The 
129 
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study of the spatial and temporal dispersiveness of the multipath propagation 
channel results in the development of the space-time channel models thus allow-
ing more advanced space-time processing and optimisation criteria developed in 
reducing ISI/MAI generation and offering higher SNIR ratio through array gain. 
The proposed architectural frameworks and the inherent space-time fading chan-
nel model has put forward the groundwork in the mathematical modelling for the 
subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 3, the space-time array processing technique is used in an arrayed 
MIMO DS-CDMA system to demonstrate the substantial performance enhance-
ment due to the employment of the antenna arrays. The Doppler-STAR manifold 
vector is used to exploit conjointly the spatial and temporal signatures of the 
VIVO MA-2 channel which provides greater degree of freedom in signal isolation 
and MAI/ISI cancellation. A subspace type single-user (SU) receiver is proposed 
which is resistant to the effect of Doppler frequency and performs complete inter-
ference cancellation over multipath fast fading channels. The proposed receiver 
requires only the knowledge of the desired user's spreading code but achieves 
an SNIR enhancement comparative to a multiuser receiver. It is also observed 
that the proposed receiver is robust against erroneous channel estimation due to 
the inclusion of the Correlation Analysis Assignment in the detection process. 
Simulation results have shown that the proposed receiver achieves much better 
performance than the conventional receivers in time-varying frequency selective 
environment. 
The focus switches to the joint Tx-Rx beamforming design in Chapter 4. In 
this study, the beamforming weights for the transmitter and receiver are jointly 
optimised over the whole network under the MMSE criterion. Tx-beamforming 
and Rx-beamforming are substantially different in nature. Rx-beamforming can 
be implemented independently at each receiver, without affecting the performance 
of other links, while Tx-beamforming at each transmitter will change the inter-
ference to all other receivers. As a result, Tx-beamforming has to be done jointly 
in the entire network. An iterative solution and a closed-form solution to the 
optimisation problem have been proposed. The iterative solution is based on the 
method of Lagrange multipliers. As the Tx-beamforming and Rx-beamforming 
weights and the Lagrange Multiplier are functions of each other, thus an iterative 
algorithm is devised to obtain the solution. An approximate closed-form solution 
based on channel eigendecomposition is later derived for the lightly loaded CDMA 
system where code orthogonality is usually well maintained. The numerical simu-
lations show that the performance improvement of the proposed algorithm relative 
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to other Tx/Rx-beamforming algorithms is considerable. 
In Chapter 5, the potential benefit of incorporating the antenna array in a 
multiuser OFDM-CDMA system is demonstrated by the blind joint DOA, TOA 
and fading coefficients estimator. The novel channel estimator is based on the 
C-STAR manifold vector which captures the cyclic structure of the space-time 
channel due to the CP inserted. The algorithm belongs to the same class of sub-
space superresolution techniques as MUSIC; however, the inclusion of C-STAR 
is not a trivial extension but enhances the receiver's detection capability and 
improves the estimation accuracy and resolution. With the channel estimator 
employed as the front-end, two types of array receivers are proposed. The post-
DFT receiver requires DFT transformation at the receiver front-end and performs 
interference suppression in two steps while the pre-DFT receiver is an integrated 
receiver which exhibits superior performance due to its strong capability in sup-
pressing interference and noise. 
6.2 List of Contributions 
The list below states the main novel contributions in the thesis and is supported 
by the publications detailed at the front of the thesis: 
• Classification of space-time channel models based on the scalar input/output 
and vector inputs/outputs of the channel. The key feature of the proposed 
models is its superiority in modelling the space-time fading channels due 
to the incorporation of the array manifold vector and its competence in 
handling the multiple access multipath fading environment. 
• Proposal of the blind subspace based superresolution channel estimator in 
an arrayed MIMO DS-CDMA communication system. The algorithm is 
based on a three-dimensional search over a MUSIC-type cost function in 
finding the intersection of the Doppler STAR manifold with the overall sig-
nal subspace which provides the desired user's estimates i.e. the directions, 
delays and frequency offset of its paths. 
• Reduction in the complexity of the proposed three-dimensional estimation 
algorithm by splitting it into a minimisation of a two-dimensional cost func-
tion for time and direction estimation followed by parallel one-dimensional 
searches over Doppler frequency shift. 
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• Blind estimation of the power of fading coefficients using the Doppler-STAR 
manifold vector. It is a subspace type algorithm and provides high accuracy 
estimation of the path power. 
• Proposal of a novel single-user Doppler—STAR receiver for complete interfer-
ence cancellation. It requires only the knowledge of the desired user's code 
sequence but achieves a performance comparative to a multiuser decorrela-
tor and is very sustainable to the Doppler spread. 
• Proposed use of Correlation Analysis Assignment in identifying and group-
ing multipath components, providing robustness to channel estimation er-
rors. 
• Development of the system framework for joint Tx-Rx beamforming in a 
downlink arrayed DS-CDMA systems. An iterative algorithm is proposed 
under the criteria of minimising the overall MSE of the entire network. The 
Tx-beamforming vector, Rx-beamforming vector and the Lagrange multi-
plier are iteratively updated until convergence is reached. 
• Derivation of a closed-form solution of the joint Tx-Rx optimisation for 
lightly/medium loaded CDMA systems. The method is based on channel 
eigendecomposition and has been shown to be a good approximation to the 
iterative method. 
• Development of the system framework for an arrayed OFDM-CDMA sys-
tem, exploiting the cyclic structure of the space-time channel and providing 
blind TOA and DOA estimation over frequency selective channels. A fast 
method for blind estimation of the channel fading coefficients in a high SNR 
scenario is also proposed. 
• Proposal of a post-DFT array receiver for OFDM-CDMA system. It is 
shown that the chip-level delay in the OFDM symbol is compensated by 
performing the DFT transform. Based on the transformed spatial-temporal 
channel signature, an MMSE receiver is then derived for MAI suppression. 
• Proposal of a pre-DFT array receiver for OFDM-CDMA system where ISI 
and MAI are suppressed in one step. This approach has provided a better 
performance over the post-DFT approach especially when the level of noise 
is high (i.e. low SNR levels). 
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Work 
A number of different problems associated with mobile communication systems 
have been investigated in this thesis, but many topics are still available which 
can benefit from additional research effort. 
1. Reconfigurable MIMO Transceiver Design 
In Chapter 3, a multiplexing system is studied where the user's data stream 
is demultiplexed into substreams and transmitted via multiple antennas in 
order to maximise the network data rate. In Chapter 4, however, the ap-
proach of joint Tx-Rx beamforming is considered. In this approach, antenna 
arrays are used to enhance the signal reliability of the channel where data 
symbols are repeated over all the antenna elements and a beamformer is 
applied to form the strongest beam towards the desired direction. 
In fact, in MIMO systems, it is desirable to have a mobile network in-
frastructure which is capable of supporting services with different QoS re-
quirement (i.e. bit-error-rate and data-rate). As a result, there exists a 
trade-off between signal reliability and bandwidth efficiency [101], inspir-
ing the investigation into reconfigurable MIMO systems. When channel 
SNR is high, spatial multiplexing techniques (by transmitting multiple data 
streams for each user) can be employed at the transmitter which achieves 
higher transmission data rate. When channel SNR is low, the beamformer 
can be applied to ensure a more reliable data transmission. 
Some initial research has been done in developing the reconfigurable MIMO 
system to meet such requirement [102] -[104]. In [103], a multimode MIMO 
system is proposed where the number of transmitting data substreams for 
each user and the data rate per substreams are adapted according to channel 
state information. In a high SNR scenario, the system tends to accommo-
date more data substreams to support the broadband services whereas in 
a low SNR scenario, only one substream is allocated for each user and the 
precoder and decoder reduce to beamforming vectors thus enhancing the 
output SNR after the reception. [103] considers a point-to-point MIMO 
system and the problem is addressed over flat fading channels. However, in 
this thesis, a multiuser MIMO system framework over frequency selective 
channels is developed which serves as a good infrastructure to build the 
reconfigurable scheme upon. 
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The multiplexing order of all users plays a vital role in ensuring different 
data-rate services coexist. One of the key problems in system reconfig-
uration is to determine the multiplexing order according to the channel 
conditions and the different network QoS requirements. Therefore, crite-
rion needs to be developed to identify the optimum multiplexing order for 
a particular user. Also, it is intuitive that there is a so-called inter-user 
multiplexing trade-off, i.e. multiplexing order of one user can always be in-
creased by sacrificing other users' multiplexing orders. In such a case, joint 
design criterion is considered by varying the ranks of precoding/decoding 
matrices of each user. 
2. Robust Transceiver Design 
The performance of high resolution antenna array algorithms is limited by 
model errors and uncertainties. Assumptions of the models might include 
the knowledge of array manifold vectors, the narrowband signals and the 
constant direction of arrivals during the processing period. If any of the 
assumptions fails in a practical situation, the performance of the algorithms 
might suffer greatly. It is thus important to consider the robust design of 
the array transmitter and receiver that is 
• Robust to pointing errors: Pointing errors occur if the desired DOA is 
not known exactly, or if there is mismatch between the actual DOA of 
the signal and the looking direction of the beamformer. If the beam-
former has MAI suppression capability, it is also sensitive towards the 
pointing errors associated with the interferers. The problem can cause 
a significant degradation in performance and makes the beamformer 
incapable of handling the real world problems. It is thus important 
to consider the robust design to minimise the sensitivity of the beam-
former against pointing errors. 
• Robust to moving sources: Array processing algorithms have been 
developed in this thesis for non-stationary environment. Doppler fre-
quency effect caused by the source motion has been studied extensively. 
An assumption made in this study is that angular motion due to the 
source motion is negligible during the observation of the array data. 
However, the usefulness of superresolution estimation techniques such 
as MUSIC is limited by modelling errors. If any of the assumptions in 
the model is not valid, their estimation accuracy will suffer. It is thus 
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desirable to assess the effects of source motion on signal subspace and 
analyse the factors that determine the motion induced errors. 
3. Arrayed MIMO System with Space-Time Blocking Coding (STBC) 
The advantage of STBC can be demonstrated by the fact that, among 
various kinds of ST coding, only STBC has been implemented in prac-
tical wireless communication standards. Several diversity schemes have 
been proposed and adopted in 3G standards which are essentially based on 
the Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) transmission strategy suggested by 
Alamouti [52]. Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) scheme first pro-
posed by Texas Instruments has been accepted by 3GPP as the open loop 
transmit diversity proposal to WCDMA [105]. Other two open loop trans-
mit diversity techniques submitted and adopted by CDMA 2000 [106] are 
the Space-Time Spreading (STS) scheme proposed by Lucent Technologies 
and the orthogonal transmit diversity (OTD) by Motorola. 
Transmit antenna diversity as a means of further enhancing the system ca-
pacity and performance can be incorporated into the arrayed MIMO com-
munication system. By using these transmit schemes, additional diversity 
can be gained without having to exhaust the number of spreading codes 
available. Many reported research works on STBC, including the conven-
tional STTD, STS and OTD schemes, often assume a simplified channel 
which is stationary and flat fading. Through the incorporation of the space-
time channel model and the subspace based array technology, the transmit 
diversity scheme can be generalised to the multiuser communication sce-
nario with the most general form of propagation channel in terms of Doppler 
shift, time delay and direction of arrival for each multipath ray. 
4. Blind/Semi-Blind Implementation of Joint Tx-Rx Beamforming 
For both of the proposed joint Tx-Rx beamforming techniques in Chapter 
4, knowledge of each user's downlink channel is needed to formulate the 
solution. Since information about the downlink channel is usually unavail-
able to the base station, some recent works have suggested the use of uplink 
information in designing downlink beamforming weights. Those proposed 
approaches can be generally classified into two categories: non-DOA based 
approaches and DOA based approaches. Non-DOA based approaches can be 
found in [44] [45] which is usually designed for TDD systems. For systems 
that operate under FDD mode, calibration must be carried out in either 
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spatial or frequency domain to compensate the array response mismatch 
due to the frequency spread. The DOA based approach offers the advantage 
of higher accuracy and does not pose any restrictions on the array geometry 
nor requires array calibration. In fact, long-term parameters depend on the 
large-scale physical properties of the radio terrain, thus remain invariant 
for the uplink and downlink transmission. This motivates the construction 
of downlink channel matrix using uplink parameters, such as the number of 
significant paths, path delays and directions as well as the slow path fad-
ings. Blind algorithms that have been proposed in this thesis can be well 
adapted to the joint beamforming system. Also note that, as the transmit 
array manifold vector also forms part of the space-time channel modelling, 
algorithms for estimating the direction of departure (DOD) of the multipath 
also needs be developed to aid the beamforming weight construction. 
5. The Centralised and Distributed Tx-Rx Weight Optimisation 
The joint Tx-Rx optimisation in a downlink multiuser wireless system re-
quires each user to have the channel state information and the beamforming 
weights of all users. Transceivers are designed in a centralised way and re-
quires a significant user cooperation. Using the blind estimation methods 
proposed in this thesis, the transmission and the base station may be able to 
obtain, in a totally blind way, the associated channel parameters (i.e. DOA, 
DOD, TOA, Doppler frequency and path power) of its own. However, base 
station and mobile stations still rely heavily on the feedback channels to 
pass on the weight updates of the whole network. It seems more natural, 
however, to consider distributed solutions that do not require significant 
user cooperation. Such an approach fits naturally within the framework 
of game theory in which each user could be considered as a player in a 
game with multiple players. In any case, both centralized and distributed 
problem formulations are currently open problems. 
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